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Highly Threaded SPARC Architectures
James Hughes
Sun Microsystems, USA

The future for processor architectures is becoming clear. Massive parallelism is coming to commodity servers. This presentation will discuss the architecture and features of the new 2 socket and
4 socket Victoria Falls systems. The four socket machine contains 32 cores, 256 threads and up to
256GB of RAM in a NUMA architecure running Solaris. Issues discussed will be system diagrams,
interconnect, bandwidth, OS issues for managing memory, thread mapping, etc. Additionally, potential future SPARC instructions and memory architectures will also be discussed.
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Abstract
Trial division is the most straightforward way to determine the prime factors of a number, but the execution time is exponentially dependent on
the size of the number. We have developed a novel hardware architecture
which performs trial division of large dividends by small prime divisors at
a much higher throughput than previously reported architectures. Our design is implemented in FPGA devices and provides a speed-up of between
one and two orders of magnitude over an optimized software implementation of the same algorithm. These results can be employed to speed up
factoring algorithms like the quadratic sieve or number field sieve when
implemented in reconfigurable computers.

1

Introduction

The hardness of factoring large integers is the basis of the security of the RSA
asymmetric encryption algorithm. The Number Field Sieve (NFS) is the most
efficient known method for factoring large integers. Several special purpose
hardware devices such as TWINKLE [1], TWIRL [2], and SHARK [3] have
been proposed which provide an estimate of the cost of building a machine
capable of factoring a number in the range of 1024 bits. However, these machines
are designed to be implemented using ASICs (Application Specific Integrated
Circuits), which are only practical when produced in large volumes.
An alternative approach involves the use of FPGAs in a reconfigurable computer configuration. An advantage of this approach is that the costs of developing the FPGA components can be amortized across a wide range of applications. The COPACOBANA machine is a reconfigurable computer built
using Spartan-3 FPGAs that is able to break DES encryption in less than 9
days [4]. While COPACOBANA is not yet capable of breaking RSA encryption,
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its success against the once popular DES encryption algorithm demonstrates the
effectiveness of reconfigurable computing in performing cryptanalysis.
The NFS process can be divided into four steps: polynomial selection, relation collection, linear algebra, and square root. Of these four, the relation
collection step and the linear algebra step are the two most computationally
intensive steps. The relation collection step is typically divided into two parts,
sieving and cofactoring. The cofactoring stage can be divided into a brute force
trial division step to identify small primes (less than 100,000) followed by more
complex probabilistic methods such as the rho method, p-1 method, or elliptic
curve method (ECM) [5]. Efficient hardware implementation of these methods
is a subject of extensive research [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11]. Less well studied are
techniques to develop an efficient hardware implementation to perform the trial
division by small primes. We have developed a new hardware architecture that
performs the trial division step used to identify the small primes efficiently and
implemented it in the Xilinx family of FPGAs.
In Section 2 we describe the problem that our circuit solves and its interface. In Section 3 we describe the circuit design in detail as well as the software
implementation that we developed to provide test vectors and performance comparison results. In Section 4 we present our results and provide an analysis of the
performance speedup obtained by the hardware implementation over software.
Finally, in Section 5 we summarize our results, and provide some comments on
the use of reconfigurable computing to perform cryptanalysis.

2

Circuit Interface

Our circuit is designed to solve the following problem: Given Inputs:
• Variables: Integers N1 , N2 , N3 , ... each of the size of k bits
• Constants: set of all primes smaller than a certain bound B
{p1 = 2, p2 = 3, p3 = 5, ..., pt ≤ B}
Outputs: For each integer Ni : A list of primes from the factor base that
divide Ni , and the number of times each prime divides Ni . For example, if
Ni = pe11 · pe22 · pe33 · Mi , where Mi is not divisible by any prime below B, then
the output is: (p1 , e1 ), (p2 , e2 ), (p3 , e3 ), (Mi ).
In NFS, sieving and cofactoring are performed for two sets of numbers,
obtained by evaluating values of two different polynomials F 1(a, b) and F 2(a, b),
for multiple pairs of integers (a, b). The respective computations are referred
to as a rational side and an algebraic side of the relation collection step of
NFS, respectively. For parameters of NFS proposed in [2], the sizes of numbers
obtained after sieving have been estimated to be 216 bits for the rational side
and 350 bits for the algebraic side [6].
Our circuit was designed to use B = 100, 000, which resulted in a set of
9592 primes with which we performed trial division. The circuit was designed
and tested for k equal to 512 bits; however, we also synthesized our circuit for
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Figure 1. Interface of trial division circuit
Table 1. Description of trial division circuit interface
Signal
Purpose
clk
Clock signal for circuit
rst
Reset signal for circuit
ld div
Indicates a new number is being loaded
start
Start processing
dividend in Number that will be processed
done
Processing is complete
new factor A new factor has been discovered
factor
Value of the new factor
power
Number of times the factor divided the dividend
quotient
Remaining quotient after processing
overflow
Indicates only prime factors identified
values of k equal to 216 and 350 bits in order to provide performance estimates
for inputs of these sizes. Figure 1 is a diagram of the interface and Table 1
describes the purpose of the signals.

3
3.1

Design
Circuit Design

Our circuit was optimized to achieve maximum throughput of numbers fully
processed per unit of time. The operations required to perform division are
sequential, and typically are not well suited for parallel operations that can lead
to increased throughput. However, we were able to take advantage of the fact
that we were performing trial division on a fixed dividend with 9592 different
divisors. This allowed us to develop a highly pipelined architecture that was
relatively cost efficient. We also took advantage of the fact that the divisor
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could be represented in fewer bits than the dividend. We stored negated values
of prime numbers used as divisors in two’s complement form. This allowed us
to represent all values of the divisors in 18 bits. After the pipeline was full
our circuit was able to determine the divisibility of a 512-bit number by each
next small prime in one clock cycle, i.e., in the time required to add two 18-bit
numbers using a ripple carry adder.
We targeted our design for FPGAs and specifically focused on the Xilinx
Spartan-3 family of chips, although the VHDL code was written using a generic
RTL style that should be applicable for any FPGA family. However, two features
that we specifically targeted in the Xilinx FPGA family were the block RAM
that we used as a ROM to store the prime divisors and the fast ripple carry
logic.
While the majority of the division operations for a specified input value were
performed with a fixed dividend, when a factor of the dividend was discovered
we performed additional operations on the resulting quotient. In order to accomplish this, we partitioned our circuit into a large pipelined array divider and
a smaller multi-cycle sequential divider.
The circuit was divided into the following major components: a highly
pipelined array divider, a multi-cycle sequential divider, and a ROM to store
the prime divisors, along with a control unit and registers to control dataflow,
as shown in Figure 2. The circuit was designed to accept a large input value,
typically 512 bits, so we used a shift register to store the number that was being processed as the input. This allowed the next number to be loaded while
the current number was being processed, so that the use of a multi-cycle input
process did not reduce the overall throughput of the circuit.
The number being processed was stored in a register during the entire processing time, and it provided the dividend input to the array divider. Each
clock cycle, a new divisor was selected from the set of possible prime factors.
These 9592 primes were stored in a block RAM portion of the FPGA device.
The array divider was designed to determine divisibility of a number, and rather
than storing the quotient, it produced a remainder and the associated divisor
as output. Any divisor that produced a remainder of zero was a prime factor
of the dividend, and was stored in a FIFO queue for further processing by the
sequential divider.

Algorithm 1 shows the steps that the circuit follows to process a new input
number. After initialization the sequential divider waits until a value is entered
into the FIFO queue. At that point it processes the first prime factor that the
array divider identified. The dividend register associated with the sequential
divider is initially loaded with a new value at the same time as the dividend
register used with the array divider during circuit initialization. However, the
sequential divider has a different mode of operation. Instead of only producing
a remainder result, the sequential divider also produces a quotient value. If the
remainder from the division operation is equal to zero, then the power count
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e

c−1
Data: Dividend input: N = pe11 · pe22 · · · pc−1
· pecc · M
Result: Prime factors pi , corresponding exponents ei , and factor M
foreach prime p in prime set do
if p divides N then
validPrimeList.Add(p);
end
end
while validPrimeList.HasElements do
prime p = validPrimeList.GetNextPrime();
count = 1;
while p divides N do
N = N / p;
count = count + 1;
end
resultList.Add(p, count);
end
Algorithm 1: Trial division circuit algorithm

for that factor is incremented by one, the resultant quotient is loaded into the
dividend register, and the division operation is repeated. If the remainder is
not zero, then the factor is provided as output from the circuit and the current
count value is provided as the power output signal. The resultant quotient is
not loaded into the sequential divider’s dividend register; instead, the circuit
waits for the next value in the FIFO queue to process.
When the pipeline is full, the array divider completes division with one
divisor, and produces an associated remainder output every clock cycle. In
contrast, the sequential divider requires k-1 clock cycles to perform division
and produce a remainder and quotient output. Our analysis indicated that we
could expect relatively few small factors to be identified, and thus the sequential
divider would not be expected to reduce the overall throughput of the circuit. If
the array divider did identify factors at a faster rate than the sequential divider
could process them, the circuit would either have to stall or overflow. We chose
to implement the overflow method. When this occurs, the circuit asserts the
overflow line and only performs trial division using the array divider. The
result is that in overflow mode the circuit identifies the prime factors, but not
the powers of primes.
The number of division operations that the sequential divider could perform
without overflow depended on the size of the dividend, because the throughput
of the sequential divider was linearly dependent on the size of the dividend while
the throughput of the array divider was nearly constant. For the dividend sizes
that we tested, the results were 18 division operations for a 512-bit dividend,
27 division operations for a 350-bit operand, and 44 division operations for a
216-bit operand. The worst-case scenario would correspond to the case where
each prime factor identified was raised to a single power. In this case, each
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factor identified would require two division operations from the sequential divider which would result in the circuit entering overflow mode after identifying 9
factors.

3.2

Expected Number of Primes

In choosing how to handle the case of overflow, we performed an analysis using
a software implementation of our algorithm to determine the likelihood of overflow occurring. The program was written to perform the procedure described in
Algorithm 1 to determine the prime factors and powers of primes for a series of
random numbers. Our experimental results indicated that only about 0.012% of
the numbers sampled had more than 9 small prime factors, and thus our circuit
would be able to operate normally in most cases. Having determined experimentally that the numbers we performed trial division on would have relatively few
small prime factors, we developed the following theoretical explanation which
verified the results we observed experimentally:
Let r ∈ N and let p1 = 2, p2 = 3, . . . , pr be the r smallest primes; for
r = 9592, this is the set of primes below B = 100, 000. To determine the
asymptotic probability qc that a random integer has c distinct prime divisors
below B, we let Q(n, B) be the number of integers 1 ≤ x ≤ n such that x has
exactly c distinct prime divisors below B, and we calculate
Q(n, B)
.
n→∞
n

qc = lim

The probability of a random integer being divisible by pi is p1i , or equivalently
it is not divisible by pi with probability (1 − p1i ). The probability that a random
integer has no prime divisor below B is the product of these probabilities:

r 
Y
1
q0 =
1−
.
pi
i=1
While this can be computed exactly for small enough B, direct computation is
not feasible for larger values. However, good approximations can be computed.
To calculate the probability that a random integer is divisible by some fixed
pj , but no other prime (below B) we replace the factor (1 − p1j ) in the above
product by the complementary probability p1j . Equivalently, this can be written
as
!
1
q0
pj
q0
=
.
1
pj − 1
1 − pj
To obtain q1 (the probability that a random integer has exactly one prime
divisor below B) we sum over j and get


r
X
1 
q1 = q0 
.
p −1
j=1 j
9
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We write m1 =

r
P

j=1

1
pj −1

so that q1 = q0 m1 and aim to find mc for c > 1 so

that qc = q0 mc for all c ≤ r. Setting m0 = 1, for consistency in the case c = 0,
we obtain
c
X Y
1
mc =
.
pjl − 1
j <···<j
c

1

l=1

That is, we sum the products over all distinct c-tuples of primes. This can be
calculated more efficiently as follows. For c > 0 let
bc =

r 
X
i=1

1
pi − 1

c

.

Then we can calculate inductively
mc+1

=
=

1
(mc b1 − mc−1 b2 + · · · ± m0 bc+1 )
c+1
c
1 X
(−1)j mc−j bj+1
c + 1 j=0

This is effectively computable in time O(c3 r). We calculated the distribution
values for B = 100, 000 and c = 10, and these results are shown in Table 2 along
with our experimental results.

Table 2. Probability qc of c prime factors less than 100, 000 in a random
number determined by experimentation and calculated results.
c Calculated qc Experimental qc
0
0.048753
0.048570
1
0.169584
0.168777
2
0.261423
0.261627
3
0.244033
0.243688
4
0.157985
0.157970
5
0.076659
0.077459
6
0.029327
0.029584
7
0.009167
0.009327
8
0.002404
0.002369
9
0.000540
0.000510
10
0.000105
0.000104
11
0.000018
0.000016
12
0.000003
0.000000
> 12
0.000000
0.000000
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Data: N (k-bit integer), −p (where p is a small prime p < 217 )
Result: s = N mod p
s(1) = 000 · · · 0Nk−1 ; 17 zeros followed by Nk−1
for i=1 to k-1 do
s(i) = s(i) ||Nk−(i+1) ; equivalent to s(i) = 2 · s(i) |Nk−(i+1)
if (s(i) + (−p(i) )) > 0 then
s(i+1) = s(i) + (−p(i) )
else
s(i+1) = s(i)
end
s = s(k)
end
Note: || denotes concatenation, | denotes bitwise or
Algorithm 2: Array Divider Pseudocode

3.3

Array Divider

The array divider occupied most of the circuit area and provided the basis for
its high throughput. It was designed to determine the divisibility of a single
dividend with each of the 9592 different divisors from the set of possible prime
factors. Our analysis indicated that most of these prime divisors would not
divide the dividend, and as a result we discarded the quotient and only stored
the remainder output. We developed our design with a target dividend size
of 512 bits however, through modification of a generic value we were also able
to produce designs with dividends of 350 bits and 216 bits. The size of the
dividend input did not change the critical path in the array divider; instead, it
changed the degree of pipelining. Algorithm 2 describes the operation of the
array divider. The block diagram of the circuit implementing this algorithm is
shown in Figure 3. A k-bit dividend required k-1 pipeline stages, where each
pipeline stage consisted of a divisor register, a partial remainder register, a
ripple-carry adder, and a multiplexer. These components combined to form the
controlled subtractor cell.
The negated divisors were stored in two’s complement form and required 18
bits to store values in the range of −2 down to −100, 000. The dividend was
zero extended by one less bit than the length of the divisor (i.e., by 17 zeros) in
order to support a quotient as large as the dividend. In the first pipeline stage
the upper 18 bits from the zero-extended dividend were provided as input to the
partial remainder register. The two register values were added together and if
the result was positive then the lower 17 bits of the result were appended with
the next bit from the dividend and provided as the partial remainder result to
the next stage. If the result of the addition was negative then the lower bits
from the existing partial remainder were appended with the next dividend bit
and provided as input to the partial remainder for the next stage. The value
stored in the dividend register was kept constant during the processing of a
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number, while a new negated divisor value, -p, was provided each clock cycle.
By keeping the dividend constant we limited the data stored in each pipeline
stage to an 18-bit partial remainder and an 18-bit divisor associated with that
remainder.

3.4

Sequential Divider

The sequential divider shown in Figure 4 was designed to minimize area without
increasing the clock period, and was implemented as a shift/subtract restoring
divider [12]. Algorithm 3 shows the classical shift/subtract restoring divider
algorithm that we based our implementation on. In Figure 4a we present the
direct translation of Algorithm 3 into hardware. In this circuit, all 18 bits
of the negated divisor, −p, are used, the adder is 18-bit wide, and the most
significant bit of the sum is used to determine the new value of the partial
remainder. In Figure 4b, an optimized circuit, implementing the same algorithm
is shown. The most significant bit of the negated divisor, −p, is not used,
because this bit is always 1. The adder width is reduced from 18 bits to 17
bits. The most significant (18th) bit of the sum is calculated with two simple
logic gates (OR and inverter), based on the most significant bit of the partial
remainder and the carry out signal from the 17-bit adder. The two designs are
functionally equivalent, with the design in Figure 4b using slightly less resources
and having a slightly shorter critical path. The majority of this critical path
is the time necessary to perform a 17-bit ripple carry addition. Both designs
shown in Figure 4 require k clock cycles to process one full division. In our
final optimization, the number of required clock cycles was reduced from k to
k − 1 based on the fact that the divisor p is always greater or equal 2, and thus
qk−1 = 0. Although the circuit was designed to process 512-bit numbers, the
clock period was determined by the size of the divisors. Thus, changing the
dividend size to 350-bits or 216-bits increased latency but did not change the
critical path, just as in the array divider.

3.5

Software Implementation

We developed a software implementation to perform trial division using the
same algorithm that we implemented in hardware as shown in Algorithm 1.
The software implementation was initially used as a source of test vectors but
was later optimized to provide performance metrics to compare to our hardware implementation. The software was written in C using the GNU Multiple
Precision Arithmetic Library (GMP) and was optimized for performance.

4

Results

We synthesized our design, using the Xilinx ISE Foundation tool, for the Virtex-4
and Spartan-3 FPGA families. Table 3 shows the resources required to implement the circuit in the two families of Xilinx FPGAs. The limiting resource was
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Data: N (k-bit integer), −p (where p is a small prime p < 217 )
Result: q = N/p; s = N mod p
s(0) = 000 · · · 0||N ; 18 zeros followed by N
for i=1 to k do
if (2s(i−1) + 2k (−p)) > 0 then
qk−i = 1
s(i) = 2s(i−1) + 2k (−p)
else
qk−i = 0
s(i) = 2s(i−1)
end
end
q = qk−1···0
s = skk+16···k
Algorithm 3: Sequential Divider Pseudocode
CLB slices and the pipelined array divider dominated the total circuit area. For
the Spartan-3 family the circuit could be implemented in the XC3S1500 device
for the dividend sizes of 216 and 350 bits, but it required the XC3S2000 device
for the 512 bit dividend. For the Virtex-4 family the XC4VLX25 device was
used for the 216 bit dividend, but the XC4VLX40 device was needed for the
350 and 512 bit dividends.

Dividend
512 bits
350 bits
216 bits

Table 3. Circuit area in CLB slices
Spartan-3
Virtex-4
Total Array Divider Total Array Divider
16,922
15,323
16,895
15,323
11,614
10,462
11,578
10,462
7,216
6,441
7,182
6,441

Table 4 shows the timing results for the various different size dividends.
The clock period for an 18-bit ripple carry adder and multiplexer is included
as our target critical path through the controlled subtractor cell. The array
divider area dominates the size of the circuit, and it would not be possible
to reduce the critical path through the controlled subtractor cells without a
significant increase in circuit area. However, initial results indicate significant
opportunities to further optimize our circuit before we reach this limitation.
Currently the circuit’s critical path is in the sequential divider, which has a very
simple implementation and could be optimized so that it is not in the critical
path. We also have a simple state-machine control unit implementation that
has a larger critical path than the controlled subtractor cell. While optimizing
the state machine would be more complex, it should not result in a significant
increase in circuit area.
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Table 4. Circuit minimum clock period
Circuit
Spartan-3 Virtex-4
18-bit RC adder and MUX
4.483 ns
2.046 ns
512-bit circuit
11.028 ns 4.182 ns
350-bit circuit
10.917 ns 4.182 ns
216-bit circuit
11.084 ns 4.006 ns
Table 5 shows the throughput in terms of numbers fully processed per second.
The optimal throughput is based on the clock period estimate using the critical
path in the controlled subtractor cell, while the actual throughput is based on
the clock period results after synthesis. Each number takes 9592 cycles plus one
additional cycle for each pipeline stage to fully process. In addition, required
synchronization cycles are estimated at 10 cycles per number. The processing
of the different primes dominates the total delay, and the overall throughput
for processing a 512-bit number is very similar to the throughput for a 216 bit
number.

Table 5. Circuit throughput in numbers per second
Spartan-3
Virtex-4
Software
Dividend Optimal Actual Optimal Actual Version
512 bits
22,057
8,966
48,329
25,425
434
350 bits
22,416
9,205
49,116
24,029
594
216 bits
22,722
9,190
49,786
23,644
884

The results for the software version were determined experimentally by running our program on a Xeon 2.8 GHz CPU system with 512KB cache and 4GB
of RAM. We used the fastest available GMP routines and compiled our program with all compiler optimizations turned on. It is likely that additional
performance improvements could be obtained if the code was optimized for a
particular architecture; however, we believe this implementation is near optimal
for an implementation written in a portable coding style and we expect any further performance gains achieved would be less than 10%. While the hardware
implementation has nearly constant throughput, the software implementation
is linearly dependent on the size of the dividend. As a result, the hardware
speedup is greater for the larger dividend sizes.
Our circuit is able to achieve a significant speedup over a software implementation of the same algorithm because the operations it performs are optimized
at the digital logic layer for a specialized application for which a general purpose
microprocessor is not optimized. The problem our circuit solves would only be
really useful as part of a larger application running on a reconfigurable computer
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Table 6. Circuit speedup over software
Spartan-3
Virtex-4
Dividend Optimal Actual Optimal Actual
512 bits
51
21
111
56
350 bits
37
15
83
40
216 bits
26
10
56
27
able to perform the NFS factoring algorithm. Such a reconfigurable computer
would be implemented using a combination of CPU and FPGA processing elements as well as memory, network interfaces, circuit board interconnects, power
supply, cases, and other components. We have limited our analysis to the cost of
the processing elements when performing our cost analysis; however, we expect
that the peripheral costs associated with an FPGA device, such as the Spartan
3, typically used in embedded applications, would be less than those of a microprocessor, such as an Intel Xeon, designed for use in high performance servers.
Table 7 provides an estimate of the cost of the FPGA and CPU elements based
on advertised prices at the time of publication. Pricing for FPGAs and CPUs is
volatile and is dependent on the number of devices ordered, however, advertised
prices allow for an estimate of cost/performance between the different device
families. The prices listed in Table 7 are for FPGA devices purchased in quantities of 100 from two different vendors, one for the Spartan 3 devices [13], and
a different one for the Virtex 4 devices [14]. The price listed for Xeon CPU is
based on [15], and is for CPUs purchased in single unit quantities. The results
show that even the most expensive FPGA devices cost less than the CPU used
for our software implementation. They also indicate that the low-cost Spartan 3 device will provide the best overall performance/price ratio. The Intel
Xeon MP 2.8 GHz CPU is listed because this is the CPU in the servers we used
for testing our software implementation. It is likely that a different CPU would
provide a better performance/cost ratio than the one selected. However, even
with an optimized CPU selection we expect that the FPGA devices would offer
a significant performance/cost improvement for the problem our circuit solves.

Table 7. Cost of FPGA and
Device
Spartan 3 XCS1500
Spartan 3 XCS2000
Virtex 4 XC4VLX25
Virtex 4 XC4VLX40
Intel Xeon MP 2.8 GHz

CPU devices
Cost
$61.55
$50.49
$222.00
$457.50
$399.00

Table 8 shows the throughput/cost ratio comparison between the two FPGA
device families and the software implementation. The results in Table 7 show an
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anomaly of the volatile pricing for FPGA devices. Typically the larger XCS2000
device would be expected to cost more than the XCS1500 device, however, when
we surveyed the advertised prices the XC2000 device was less expensive. The
results in Table 8 were calculated using the XCS1500 for the 216 and 350 bit
dividend values; however, the throughput/cost ratio could have been improved
if the XCS2000 device was used. These results show that the low-cost Spartan 3
device offers the best throughput/cost ratio, and they further highlight the
advantages of the FPGA implementation over a software implementation.

Table 8. Circuit throughput/cost in (num/sec)/dollar
Spartan-3
Virtex-4
Software
Dividend Optimal Actual Optimal Actual Version
512 bits
437
178
106
56
1.09
350 bits
364
149
107
53
1.49
216 bits
369
149
224
107
2.22
One proposed implementation of the TWIRL sieving device by Geiselmann,
et al. [6], provides a performance estimate of an ASIC implementation of a trial
division pipeline. This implementation requires 3 · k + 50 clock cycles per prime
factor analyzed where k is the number of bits in the dividend. For a 512-bit
dividend this implementation would require 1586 clock cycles to check a single
prime factor. In contrast, our implementation requires only a single clock cycle
to check each next prime for divisibility once the pipeline is full. The analysis
of TWIRL concluded that the trial division pipeline could produce results at a
faster rate than the ECM unit could process them. In this paper we focused on
developing a trial division pipeline with maximum throughput and combining
this implementation with the FPGA ECM implementation described in [5] is a
subject of future work. However, any realistic reconfigurable computer used for
factoring would contain a large number of FPGAs for specialized computationally intensive tasks combined with general purpose microprocessors to provide
control functions. As a result, the balance between producing results from the
trial division pipeline and processing them in ECM units can be optimized by
controlling the ratio of FPGAs assigned to these different operations.

5

Conclusion

Our design implemented a method to perform trial division by small primes
in two FPGA families, using a technique that provides a significant speedup
over an optimized software implementation of the same algorithm. The task of
division by small primes allowed us to implement a highly pipelined technique
that determines the divisibility of a number using one pipeline stage for each
bit of the dividend. The area and latency of each pipeline stage was dependent
only on the smaller sized divisor, and this allowed for nearly constant throughput
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independent of the dividend size. The circuit area was linearly dependent on
the number of bits in the dividend.
Reconfigurable computers provide a cost-effective means to implement specialized algorithms at the digital logic layer for use in a relatively small number
of devices. In a reconfigurable computer, general purpose microprocessors are
used for control purposes, and FPGAs are used for specialized, computationally intensive tasks. Our results demonstrate the cost-performance advantage
of an FPGA-based implementation of the specialized problem of trial division
by small primes over a microprocessor-based implementation. We believe that
the most cost-efficient means of breaking RSA encryption is likely to be developed using large numbers of low-cost FPGA devices, as demonstrated by the
COPACOBANA device in breaking DES encryption. While our design is too
large to fit on the FPGA devices used in COPACOBANA, we expect that FPGA
devices with larger numbers of transistors will become increasingly affordable
and that our design will be practical for low-cost devices.
Division is an inherently sequential operation, it is difficult to pipeline, and
it is typically the slowest basic arithmetic operation implemented in general
purpose microprocessors. Existing research on developing a solution to the
cofactoring problem using reconfigurable computers has performed the trial division step using general purpose microprocessors, and focused on developing
FPGA based designs to implement algorithms such as ECM. We believe that
our design provides a useful addition to the cofacotoring problem, by providing
a technique to perform the computationally intensive trial division step using a
specialized FPGA design.
Acknowledgments: We would like to thank Paul Kohlbrenner for assistance
in developing an optimized software implementation of the algorithm used for
trial division.
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Abstract

Currently, the best known algorithm for factorizing RSA
modulus is the Number Field Sieve (NFS), introduced by
Pollard in 1991. It is composed of a sieving and a matrix
step, the former being the most expensive part for 1024-bit
keys [6]. The reader is referred to [16] for an introduction
to the NFS and to [11] for the details. This paper focuses on
the sieving step and more precisely on the relation collection step. This task is usually performed by a combination
of a sieving technique and a method for factorizing mid-size
numbers [8]. While those numbers are easily factorizable,
the challenge lies in the amount of computation: factorization of 1014 125-bit numbers for a 1024-bit modulus is required (using [3]). For this task, the Elliptic Curve Method
(ECM) appears as an attractive solution.
Up to now, the best successful factorization attempts
were for RSA-200 (663-bit) and RSA-640, solved in 2005
by Bahr, Boehm, Franke and Kleinjung. Beside those
software-based solutions, other propositions related to special purpose hardware came out to lower the cost of both
machine and power consumption. Such proposals in the
context of the NFS sieving step are the TWINKEL device,
mesh-based sieving, TWIRL and SHARCS (see [18] for
an overview and references). ECM is one of the building
block of SHARCS [3] and it was proposed to combine it
with TWIRL in [5].
For the design of a hardware machine a platform has
first to be chosen. The two main possibilities are ASICs
(application-specific integrated circuits) or FPGAs (field
programmable gate arrays). While ASICs have potentially
the highest performance per transistor and the best power
consumption, the achievement of a real and working device is a long and very expensive process. FPGAs have
the advantage of adding an extra layer of abstraction during
the design. This results in low non-recurring engineering
(NRE) costs and a low development-production time. Together with their increasing area & speed and falling prices
& power consumption, FPGAs are highly prized in the context of cryptanalysis. Even if it appears that taking all the
costs into account, ASICs are less expensive than FPGAs,
they are at least an interesting development platform.

Currently, the best known algorithm for factorizing modulus of the RSA public key cryptosystem is the Number Field
Sieve. One of its important phases usually combines a
sieving technique and a method for checking smoothness
of mid-size numbers. For this factorization, the Elliptic
Curve Method (ECM) is an attractive solution. As ECM
is highly regular and many parallel computations are required, hardware-based platforms were shown to be more
cost-effective than software solutions.
The few papers dealing with implementation of ECM on
FPGA are all based on bit-serial architectures. They use
only general-purpose logic and low-cost FPGAs which appear as the best performance/cost solution. This work explores another approach, based on the exploitation of embedded multipliers available in modern FPGAs and the use
of high-performances FPGAs.
The proposed architecture – based on a fully parallel
and pipelined modular multiplier circuit – exhibits a 15-fold
improvement over throughput/hardware cost ratio of previously published results.
Keywords: Factorization, elliptic curve, FPGA, parallel
modular multiplier.

1 Introduction
With the advent of public key cryptography, many useful functionalities appeared such as digital signature, public
key encryption, key agreement, ... For those needs, the most
deployed scheme remains RSA, co-invented in 1977 by R.
Rivest, A. Shamir and L. Adleman [17]. The security of this
cryptosystem relies on the intractability of the factorization
of big composite integers. This mathematical hard problem
experiences therefore a renewed interest. It is believed that
1024-bit RSA keys are sufficiently big to sustain today’s attacks.
∗ Supported
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This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents
previous works on hardware implementation of ECM and
explains our contribution. Then, Section 3 reminds the
mathematical background of elliptic curves and ECM. The
choices about the arithmetic circuits necessary for implementing ECM are discussed in Section 4. The proposed
ECM architecture stands in Section 5 and implementation
results together with a quick cost assessment for factorizing 1024-bit modulus are provided in Section 6. Finally, the
conclusion and a few words about further works are given
in Section 7.

Modern FPGAs have interesting features including embedded multipliers. It makes therefore sense to try to exploit
them. For instance, Virtex4SX devices embed 128, 192 or
512 DSP48 blocks able to perform 17 × 17 unsigned multiply and accumulate/shift-and-add. Their low-cost counterparts, the Spartan3 devices, are equipped with up to 104
17 × 17 unsigned multipliers. Hardware cost plays an important role here and fortunately, high-performances devices like Virtex4 are no longer much more expensive than
low-cost FPGAs such as Spartan3. Together with their increased speed, enhanced functionalities of DSP blocks and
their number of multipliers per $, Virtex4SXs are therefore
potentially the sweet spot for the ECM application.
Our contribution is to show that building the core component – the modular multiplier – with fully pipelined embedded multipliers of high-performance FPGAs leads to a
highly efficient ECM processor. It is an order of magnitude better than the low-cost solution presented in [4]
with respect to the cost/performance ratio. To exhibit the
full power of this approach, a parallel architecture with a
throughput of 1 multiplication per clock cycle was chosen.
The main motivation of this work is to propose a much
more efficient ECM engine for the SHARK device [3]. Factorization of 125-bit numbers is therefore required and a
throughput of 1014 factorizations over a year is needed for
the 1024-bit modulus.

2 Previous Works and Contribution
The motivation of this work is to assess the cost of an
ECM processor as a support for the NFS algorithm. As
sketched in the introduction, this work focusses on a FPGAbased ECM implementation. The aim is to show that embedded multipliers of modern FPGAs are a key advantage
for ECM and that current high-performance FPGAs outperforms the throughpupt/cost ratio of low-cost FPGAs.
If the required number of ECM processors makes the use
of ASICs cheaper, the proposed FPGA design can still be
migrated to ASIC using standard library and IPs for multipliers and RAMs.

2.1 Hardware Implementations

3 Elliptic Curve Method

The first published hardware implementation of ECM
was proposed by Pelzl, Šimka et al. in 2005 [15]. The aim
of this circuit was to check the smoothness of sieving reports of the SHARK device [3]. It is formed by a collection
of parallel ECM units in a Xilinx FPGA together with an external ARM microcontroller. Each unit embeds a memory, a
controller and an ALU able to perform addition/subtraction
and radix-2 Montgomery multiplication [12]. Carry propagate adders were chosen. An improved pipelined version of
this design was later used in [5].
This proof of concept was deeply improved by Gaj
et al. in 2006 [4]. They removed the external microcontroller and improved the operating frequency and the
Montgomery multiplier. They use two multipliers and one
adder/subtracter in parallel in each ECM unit. Carry save
adders were chosen. Their conclusion is that, compared
with high-performances FPGAs and general purpose processors, low-cost FPGAs are the best choice for implementing ECM.

The Elliptic Curve Method is a probabilistic method for
integer factorization which uses elliptic curves. It is the
best known method to factorize mid-sized numbers together
with the Multiple Polynomial Quadratic Sieve (MPQS) [2].
ECM seems to be the best choice for hardware implementation since it is highly regular, not too I/O intensive and
many parallel computations are required [15].

3.1 Elliptic Curves
Let Zp be the set of integers {0, 1, . . . , p − 1} with a
prime p > 3 with addition and multiplication (mod p). A
non-singular elliptic curve (EC) E over Zp is defined as
a set of points (X, Y ) ∈ Zp × Zp satisfying the reduced
Weierstrass equation, together with the point at infinity O:
Y 2 = X 3 + aX + b
where a, b ∈ Zp and 4a3 + 27b2 6= 0. The elliptic curve
E together with an addition law admits a group structure
where the point at infinity O is the neutral element.
The addition of two points P = (xP , yP ) and Q =
(xQ , yQ ) (assuming that P, Q 6= O) gives R = (xR , yR )

2.2 Contribution
The common feature of all the previous works is the use
of a bit-serial by parallel architecture. All the arithmetic
circuits are built with the general purpose logic of FPGAs.
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in most cases through the following computations:
½
xR = λ2 − xP − xQ
yR = λ(xP − xR ) − yP
½
(yQ − yP )/(xQ − xP )
when P 6= ±Q
with λ =
(3x2P + a)/2yP
when P = Q

In the ECM algorithm (Algorithm 1), the computations
are done modulo n as if Zn was a field. If the point computed at the end of the phase 1 is the point at infinity O
of E over Zp , then its coordinate z equals 0 mod p and
gcd(z, n) can lead to p. The operation kP is defined as
P + · · · + P (k times) and called scalar multiplication.
If Q = kP 6= O, k might miss just one large prime factor to divide the group order (as in Pollard p − 1 method).
Phase 2, also called continuation, tries every prime p in the
range [B1 , B2 ]. There are several ways to perform this task
[13]. The standard continuation was chosen here and seems
to be the most suitable continuation for a hardware implementation. Its description follows [4].

The definition of O solves the problem in the computation of λ when P is added to its inverse −P = (xP , −yP
mod p). The result is defined as P + (−P ) = O.
To speed up the computations, it is more efficient to use
elliptic curves with Montgomery form (cf. Section 3.4) :
bY 2 = X 3 + aX 2 + X

(1)

2

where a, b ∈ Zp , a 6= 4 and b 6= 0. When using homogeneous (projective) coordinates instead of affine coordinates, Equation 1 becomes:
by 2 z = x3 + ax2 z + xz 2 .

Algorithm 1 ECM factorization
Input: n to be factored, arbitrary curve E, point P ∈ E over Zn ,
bounds B1 < B2 ∈ N
Output: d: factor of n, 1 < d ≤ n, or Fail
Phase 1:
Q
k ← p∈P,p6B1 pep , ep ← max{q ∈ N : pq 6 B2 }
Q = (xq , yq , zq ) ← kP
d ← gcd(zq , n)
if d > 1 then
return d
else
goto phase 2.

(2)

( xz , yz )

The triple (x : y : z) represents
in affine coordinates and (0 : 1 : 0) is the point at infinity O.
In this work, elliptic curves with Montgomery form in
homogeneous coordinates are used.

3.2 ECM Algorithm
The elliptic curve method for integer factorization was
invented by Lenstra [10]. It is an improvement of the p − 1
method of Pollard. Its description follows [13].
The p − 1 method tries to find a prime factor p of n. The
first phase of the algorithm selects an integer a and computes b ≡ ak mod n with k > 0 divisible by all prime
powers below a bound B1 . If p − 1 divides k, then p divides b − 1 by Fermat’s little theorem (ap−1 ≡ 1 mod p
if gcd(a, p) = 1). Let d = gcd(b − 1, n). If 1 < d < n,
then d is a factor of n. If d = n, k must be reduced. The
first phase fails if d = 1. In this case, the computation can
be continued with the second phase. For this purpose, a
second bound B2 À B1 is selected and it is assumed that
p − 1 = qs, where q divides k and s is a prime between B1
and B2 . If t ≡ bs − 1 ≡ aks − 1 mod n then p divides t by
Fermat’s little theorem, since p−1 divides ks. The problem
is to find s, and hence p.
The p − 1 method can be seen as an attempt to find the
neutral element (i.e., 1) of the multiplicative group of the
nonzero elements of Zp . It fails if p − 1, i.e. the number
of elements (group order), cannot be written as a product
of prime powers smaller than B1 and at most one prime
between B1 and B2 . ECM avoids this by considering the
group of an elliptic curve over Zp , where the number of
elements randomly varies. As a result, if the method fails
with one curve, another curve can be chosen with hopefully
a group order satisfying the required property.

Phase 2:
t←1
for each p ∈ P such that B1 < p < B2 do
(xpQ , ypQ , zpQ ) ← pQ
t ← t · zpQ mod n
d ← gcd(t, n)
if d > 1 then
return d
else
Fail (Try with another curve).

The standard continuation (Algorithm 2) avoids computing every pQ by using a parameter 0 < D < B2 in order to
express each
¤ B1 < p < B2 in the form p = mD ± j
£ prime
with j ∈ 0, b D
2 c and m varying to cover all the primes in
the interval [B1 , B2 ]. Since p is prime, gcd(j, D) = 1.
To speed up the computations, a usual way to proceed is
to precompute a table T of the multiples jQ of Q. Then, the
sequence of the points mDQ is computed and the product
of every xmDQ ·zjQ −xjQ ·zmDQ for which mD±j is prime
is accumulated. It is indeed possible to show (see [15]) that
pQ = O if and only if xmDQ · zjQ − xjQ · zmDQ ≡ 0
mod d (d is an unknown prime factor of n).
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Algorithm 2 Standard Continuation (Phase 2)

In Algorithm 3, the addition P + Q uses the coordinates
of the point difference P − Q.
The scalar multiplication can be efficiently computed
with the Montgomery ladder Algorithm (4). The additions
in this algorithm can be computed with Algorithm 3 since
the point difference always equals P0 . If zP0 = 1 (e.g. after
normalization), the number of multiplications of each step
of the algorithm decreases from 11 to 10 (squarings are performed with multiplications).

Input: n, E, Q (result of phase 1), B1 < B2 ∈ N and D
Output: d: factor of n, 1 < d ≤ n, or Fail
Precomputations:
¥¡
¢
¦
§¡
¢
¨
Mmin ← B1 + D
/D , Mmax ← B2 − D
/D
2
2
Table J:
j ∈ {1, . . . , D
} s.t. gcd(j, D) = 1
2
Table M J: M J[m, j] ← 1 if mD ± j is prime, else 0,
with j ∈ J and Min ≤ m ≤ Mmax
Table T :
∀j ∈ J, coordinates (xjQ :: zjQ ) of points jQ
Main Computations:
t ← 1, QD ← DQ, Qm ← Mmin Q
for m = Mmin to Mmax do
for j ∈ J do
if M J[m, j] = 1 then
retrieve jQ from table T
t ← t · (xQm · zjQ − xjQ · zQm )
Qm ← Qm + QD
return d ← gcd(t, n)

Algorithm 4 Montgomery ladder
Input: Point P0 ∈ E, k = (ks−1 ks−2 . . . k1 k0 )2 > 0
Output: Q = kP0 .
Q ← P0 , P ← 2P0
for i = s − 2 downto 0 do
if ki = 1 then
Q ← P + Q, P ← 2P
else
P ← P + Q, Q ← 2Q
return Q

3.3 Parametrization
The different values and parameters of this work were
chosen as in the work of Šimka et al. [15] and Gaj et al. [4].
More precisely, same values for B1 and B2 are used: B1 =
960 and B2 = 57000. They were chosen to find factors of
up to around 40 bits. The parametrization of Suyama [21]
is also employed for the computation of initial points and
curve coefficients (a, b of Equation 2).
√
Ideally, D should be taken near B2 in order to minimize the computations for the table T and the sequence of
points Qm . D must also be small enough and with many
prime factors in order to reduce the number of all possible
j (since gcd(j, D) = 1) hence the size of the √
table T . We
chose D = 2 · 3 · 5 · 7 = 210 which is close to B2 = 239,
leading to 24 possible values for j.

In phase 2, the sequence Qm = Qm + QD can also be
computed with Algorithm 3 because the difference Qm −
QD equals the previous result Qm−1 (for the first addition,
QMmin −1 is precomputed).

4 Arithmetic Circuits
The effectiveness of the ECM processor lies in an efficient area-time (AT) arithmetic unit. In particular, the modular multiplication plays a crucial role.
This work implies the use of a Xilinx’s Virtex4SX
FPGA. To ensure a high operating frequency and scalability, each combinatorial operation is pipelined as much as
necessary. A digit size of 17 bits is chosen since it fits with
the 17 × 17 unsigned multipliers and the dedicated shiftand-add functionality of the DSP48. Pipelined carry propagate adders are also used to take advantage of the available
fast carry chain. It is also consistent with multipliers’ input.
The design is therefore both pipelined horizontally (e.g. the
carry chain) and vertically (e.g. between two adders).

3.4 Curve Arithmetic
With elliptic curve in Mongtomery form and homogeneous coordinates, the addition and doubling of points can
be done without the costly modular division. The intermediate computations of these operations do not use the y coordinate (cf. Algorithm 3), which can be recovered from
the other coordinates. Nevertheless, this is not necessary as
ECM does not use y coordinates.

4.1 Parallel versus Serial
Now that embedded multipliers are used, it is still necessary to choose the type of architecture. As the modular
multiplication algorithms are typically iterative and regular,
the two main choices are an iterative (looped) or a parallel
(fully unrolled) architecture.
A good choice for an iterative architecture is a digitserial by parallel multiplier. It can be built with a pipelined
row of dlog217 ne multipliers (e.g. [19]). For this work, it

Algorithm 3 Point add and double for Montgomery curves
xP +Q ← zP −Q [(xP − zP )(xQ + zQ ) + (xP + zP )(xQ − zQ )]2
zP +Q ← xP −Q [(xP − zP )(xQ + zQ ) − (xP + zP )(xQ − zQ )]2
4xP zP ← (xP + zP )2 − (xP − zP )2
x2P ← (xP + zP )2 (xP − zP )2
)
z2P ← (4xP zP )[(xP − zP )2 + a24 (4xP zP )] (with a24 = a+2
4
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means a 17 × 136 multiplier is required. The computation
loops over this multiplier and alternately processes a multiplication by a digit and the modular reduction. The advantage of this methodology is that resources grow linearly
with the operand width. The disadvantage is its worst-case
behavior: area (or time, caused by extra iterations) has to be
spent to compute any irregular operation.
Another choice is a parallel multiplier. Both operands
enter in parallel and one multiplication is computed each
clock cycle. The high latency causes no data dependency
problems as there are many factorizations to perform at
the same time. Such circuit can be built with roughly
2dlog217 (n)e2 multipliers. For this work, it means 16 cascaded 17 × 136 multipliers, or in other words 2 interleaved
136 × 136 multipliers, are required. Economy of scale can
be achieved by the use of sub-quadratic algorithms for the
multiplication1 . However, our preliminary implementation
results show that the improvement is not worth the effort for
considered bit-sizes. A parallel circuit has several advantages: the circuit can be data-driven – removing the need
for control logic – and fully specialized for each operation
of the algorithm. Moreover, data loading and unloading are
simpler compared to a set of iterative architectures. As a
result this solution exhibits the best AT product. The disadvantage is the flexibility: the maximum bit-size depends on
the number of multipliers in the FPGA. The unused remaining multipliers cannot be directly exploited as well.
To give the best advantage of the multipliers, a parallel
architecture was chosen for this work. As shown below,
it has many advantages from an AT point of view. With
the complexity above, the maximum bit-sizes are 135-bit
(SX25), 169-bit (SX35, with 8 LUT-based multipliers) and
271-bit (SX55). In the context of SHARK, a Virtex4 SX25
with 128 DSP multipliers is sufficient. Indeed, a number
of digits d = 8 provides a 135-bit modular multiplier and
requires 2d2 + 1 = 129 multipliers. The last multiplier
has to be implemented with LUTs. If flexibility is an issue,
it is still possible to move to 17 × 136 iterative modular
multipliers. The improvement will still be substantial with
respect to a pure LUT-based architecture.

The classical Montgomery multiplication algorithm
(cf. 5) works mod n and needs a conditional final subtraction as the result is bounded by 2n. This comparison causes
not only extra computations, it forces the complete propagation of the carry pipeline. To avoid this problem, a convenient solution is to work mod 2n. Provided that 4n < R, the
without final subtraction version of the algorithm [20] ensures a bounded output (< 2n) if bounded inputs x, y < 2n
are applied. This technique is used in this paper.
The Montgomery multiplication works in the Montgomery domain: it computes xyR−1 mod n instead of xy
mod n. If the inputs x, y are in the Montgomery domain,
x̃ = xR mod n, ỹ = yR mod n, the output is also in the
Montgomery domain: x̃ỹR−1 mod n = xyR mod n.
All the phases of ECM can therefore be computed in the
Montgomery domain, leaving the removal of the R factor at
the very end of the computation.
Algorithm 5 Montgomery modular multiplication
Input: n, x, y with 0 ≤ x, y < n, R = bd with gcd(n, b) = 1
and n0 = −n−1
mod b.
0
Output: xyR−1 mod n.
A←0
for i = 0 to (d − 1) do
ui ← (a0 + xi · y0 ) · n0 mod b
A ← (A + xi · y + ui · n)/b
(A < 2n)
if A ≥ n then
A←A−n
(A < n)
return(A)

In addition to the removal of the final subtraction, a modified version of the Montgomery multiplication introduced
by Orup in [14] and called “Montgomery Tail Tailoring”
in [7] is used (cf. Algorithm 6). It supposes a radix b
(equal to 217 ) and inputs represented by their digits: i.e.
n = (nd−1 · · · n1 n0 )b . Compared with the original algorithm of Orup, the last iteration is computed as the classical
algorithm to avoid the increase of the dynamic by one digit.
Algorithm 6 Montgomery Tail Tailoring multiplication
Input: n, x, y with 0 ≤ x, y < 2n, R = 2bd with gcd(n, b) = 1
and n0 = −n−1
mod b.
0
Output: xyR−1 mod 2n.
Precomputation: ns = (nsd · · · ns1 ns0 )b = n · n0 .
A←0
for i = 0 to (d − 2) do
ui ← (a0 + xi · y0 ) mod b
A ← (A + xi · y + ui · ns)/b
(A < bn + n)
ud−1 ← (a0 + xd−1 · y0 ) · n0 mod b
A ← (A + xd−1 · y + ud−1 · n)/b
(A < 3n)
if A mod 2 = 1 then
A←A+n
(A < 4n)
return(A/2)
(A < 2n)

4.2 Modular Multiplier
Montgomery multiplication [12] is an efficient way to
perform the modular multiplication, the most important operation in ECM. Indeed, divisions by non power of two are
avoided and it mainly involves computations depending on
the LSBs. This is consistent with the carry propagation direction of adders and enables pipelining of the carry chain.
1 This approach supposes to not interleave the multiplication and the
modular reduction. Here, this technique is only useful for the multiplication itself (without modular reduction) as truncated multiplications are
used for the modular reduction (cf. Section 4.2).
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Algorithm 6 performs the d − 1 first iterations with a
scaled module ns = n · n0 such that its constant ns0 =
−ns−1
mod b is equal to 1. This is always the case since
0
n0 = −n−1
mod b. This simplification saves the d − 1
0
digit multiplications by n0 previously needed to update ui
in Algorithm 5. ns has one extra digit compared to n but
this does not increase the number of digit multiplications
since ns0 = −1 mod b = b − 1 and the least significant
digit of (A + xi · y + ui · ns) equals 0 (by construction).
The update of A in the for loop
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A ← (A + xi · y + ui · ns)/b
+
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is therefore computed in practice by:
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A ← (A + xi · y)/b + ui · (nsd..1 + 1),
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X
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where nsd..1 = ns/b, meaning that only the digits 1
to d of ns are kept. This input n
fs = nsd..1 + 1 can be
precomputed. The total number of digit multiplications is
(d − 1) · 2d + 2d + 1 = 2d2 + 1 instead of 2d2 + d using
the classical Montgomery algorithm.

+
0

A lsb

Our analysis on the bound of the Tail Tailoring Algorithm2 showed that an extra correction step (A = A/2
mod n) is required to ensure the x, y < 2n precondition.

n

0 1

+

correction
step

»1

xyR-1mod 2n

The circuit of the modular multiplication is presented in
Figure 1. The d (8) iterations are implemented with d similar circuits. However, they are slightly different for the
first and last iterations: the first is simpler since A = 0
and the last one uses n0 and n in place of n
fs. In Figure 1,
only one of the d − 2 identical circuits for the other iterations is represented. Each multiplier executes a 1 × d-digit
product (17 × 136). The last multiplier (×n0 ) can be implemented with general purpose logic, especially as it is a
truncated multiplication: only the LSBs are needed in the
step ud−1 ← (a0 + xd−1 · y0 ) · n0 mod b of Algorithm
6. This multiplier is pipelined (with four stages) in order to
avoid long propagation delays.

Figure 1. Modular multiplier architecture

X
xi

»17

17
17

+

yj

17LSBs

Figure 2. Building block of a 1 × d digits product,
implemented with a single DSP48 slice.

The 1 × d-digit products (17 × 136) are implemented
with cascaded DSP48s. To deal with the horizontal pipeline
behavior of adders, the digits of the operands are temporally
shifted, i.e. the next digit is sent one clock cycle after the
current one (Least Significant Digit first). This pipelining
method does not require extra resources except when the
shift size is different from the digit. The building block of
the 1 × d-digit products (17 × 136) is sketched in Figure 2
and uses only DPS48’s resources.

Because of the parallel behavior of the multiplier, shift
registers are needed to retime and feed the operands
throughout the circuit. According to Figure 1, the parallel
operand y must be provided in the d circuits implementing
the iterations. The same stands for n
fs except for the last
iteration. For operand x, each iteration consumes a digit.
As a result, the width of the shift register decreases with the
iteration number (not represented in Figure 1). Inputs n and
n0 can be inserted after a delay corresponding to the latency
of the circuits of the first d − 1 iterations. For the correction
step A = A/2 mod n, it is implemented by a shifter and a
conditional adder depending on the LSB of A.

2 For the bound, it is important to remember the condition x < 2n
meaning that xd−1 < b/2 − 1.
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5.1 Architecture Overview

Using the parallel approach, circuits for the last iteration
and for the correction step maximize the AT product as they
are used each cycle. With the serial approach, those irregular operations would have been tackled either with a worst
case circuit (like the classical algorithm, loosing the saving
of d−1 digit multiplications) or with more time (using extra
cycles to lift the extra factors).

The global ECM architecture is illustrated in Figure 4.
It is made of a server (e.g. a PC) and an arbitrary number
of clients (for instance FPGAs). The hardware clients take
care of the computationally-intensive part of the work: the
scalar multiplication. The software server handles the lowthroughput operations like precomputations.

4.3 Modular Adder/Subtracter

Here, the hardware clients are not supposed to perform
both phase 1 and 2. As many FPGAs are expected for a
1024-bit factorization, it is not a problem to specialize an
FPGA for a given task. Moreover, as a phase 2 is not always necessary, this approach is more convenient from a
computational load balancing point of view. The drawback
is the increased bandwidth requirements.

Using a parallel architecture, a modular adder/subtracter
is not straightforward. Usually, several comparisons are required to ensure the result of an add/sub ∈ [0, n[. Performing those comparisons would require breaking the temporal
shifting behavior of the inputs. A solution to this problem
is to make the result positive and divide it by 4 mod n.
The add/sub circuit is presented in Figure 3. It uses two’s
complement representation and assumes A, B ∈ [0, 2n[.
The worst case for the addition (A + B)/4 mod n is
(A + B + 3n)/4. The result is therefore bounded by 2n as
(4n+3n)/4 < 2n. For the subtraction the result is bounded
as −2n < (A − B) < 2n. If 2n is added to this result, it
also ∈ [0, 4n[. The output is therefore also bounded by 2n.
A

B

5.2 Software Server

Currently, the server computes for each curve the parameter a24 , base points P0 and 2P0 (for Algorithm 4) and
Montgomery constants ns, n
fs and n0 . P0 is normalized
(dividing xP0 by zP0 ) as it is also the point P − Q of Algorithm 3. Nevertheless, as coordinates of points must be
pre-multiplied by the Montgomery constant, zP0 equals R
instead of 1. Those data are then transmitted to the clients
by any compliant mean. After the computation of a phase 1,
zQ is retrieved and a gcd() is computed. The factor R must
also be lifted from zQ by a division.

Add/Sub
0 1

+
lsb

2n

n
n

+

2n

+
0 1

+

RedMod

Those computations are achieved by a C program. It relies on the easy-to-use and highly efficient GNU Multiple
Precision Arithmetic Library3 (GMP).

»2

(A+B)2-2mod 2n

If the cost of the server’s task appears to be non negligible, a small arithmetic processor can still be included in the
hardware to take care of those computations.

Figure 3. Adder/Subtractor mod 2n
The RedMod control bit is computed as follows:
if n0 = 1 then LSB1 (A ± B) xor Add/Sub
else LSB1 (A ± B) xor Add/Sub xor LSB0 (A ± B).
This circuit adds of course an extra 2−2 factor. To avoid
this problem, all the operands are pre-multiplied by a factor
24 mod n. This works well with the Montgomery multiplication since (A24 R±B24 R)/4×(A0 24 R±B 0 24 R)/4 =
C22 R × C 0 22 R = C22 R · C 0 22 R · R−1 = C · C 0 24 R.

5.3 Hardware Client

Concerning phase 1, the hardware client computes a
scalar multiplication for each curve. According to Algorithm 3 and 4, each step implies the computation of both
2P and P + Q. Previous points P and Q or Q and P are
then overwritten by those new points, according to the current bit of the constant scalar k (pre-stored in memory).

5 Proposed ECM Architecture
Based on the arithmetic core developed above, this section presents the whole ECM architecture.

3 Available
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Serial / Parallel
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To cope with this dependency problem, computation on
another set of data (other curves) is started until completion
of the computation of the first set. With operands up to 135
bits, 32 curves running simultaneously are enough to ensure
that the pipeline is always filled.
In order to feed the FPGA and transmit the results back
to the server, a load/unload circuit is used (see Figure 4).
A FIFO (made of 2 bRAMs) buffers the communications
while a simple shift register deserializes/serializes the inputs/outputs. In order to reduce the overheads, a buffer
(made as a RAM bank) stores the results and the new data
during the computation of a phase 1. This renders negligible the delay between two phase 1 computations. For each
curve, the new data is a set of 8 values of 17d bits (136) and
the result consists in the point Q (xQ , zQ , located in the C
and D RAMs).

RAM
Buffer

Load/Unload Circuit
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RAM
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RAM
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RAM
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Figure 4. Architecture of ECM, Phase 1

5.4 Phase 2
The circuit implementing phase 1 is presented in Figure 4. Besides the two add/sub circuits and the modular
multiplier, memory and a simple load/unload architecture
to communicate with the server are needed. For each of
the 4 RAM banks A-B-C-D, each curve owns 2 memory
locations reachable with the same addresses. The memory
stores the coordinates of points P and Q, a24 , xP −Q and
intermediate results. Those data stand in the 8 possible locations in such a way that each input of both add/sub circuits is directly fed by a RAM. This means no multiplexer
is required. There are more intermediate results than the 2
remaining locations but some can be overwritten. A particular case is the computation of M10 (see below) where
(M2 − M1 ) cannot be re-computed later. This subtraction
is stored in the D RAM bank and bypasses the add/sub to
not add an extra 2−2 factor (shaded elements of Figure 4).
Each of the A, B, C, D, n, n
fs RAM bank is composed of
dd/2e (4) parallel Virtex4 block RAMs (bRAMs) of 34-bit
width. Two extra 17-bit registers are used to retime the read
and write of the two digits held in each 34-bit bRAM. The
global temporal shift of the digits is taken into account for
the read/write operations of each RAM bank. The n0 RAM
is different since it stores only one digit.
The purpose of the two multiplexers after the two
add/sub circuits is to allow the modular squaring operation.
Due to the latency of the arithmetic core, datadependency problems occur during computation of
Algorithm 3. Three independent steps can be extracted:
I
II
III

M1
M2
M5
M6
M9

This work focuses on phase 1. As a circuit for phase 2
can be implemented with a similar structure, provided results are sufficient to show the effectiveness of the proposed
method. The main difference is the need of extra RAM
banks for precomputed values xjQ and extra intermediate
results. As the computations are less specific, more multiplexors are also required to connect the different RAM
banks to the add/sub circuits.
The high level control of phase 2 lies in the iterative
lookup of table M J (Algorithm 2). As the number of tries
before finding the condition M J[m, j] = 1 is smaller than
the latency of the arithmetic core, no pipeline stalls occur.

6 Implementation Results
Implementation results were achieved for the smallest Xilinx Virtex4 SX FPGA with the lowest speedgrade.
ISE 8.1 was used for synthesis and place & route while
test/debug was performed with Modelsim SE 6.1. For the
real tests, the setup was a Pentium4 3.2 Ghz desktop computer running WindowsXP for the server and an Avnet
Virtex-4 SX35 Evaluation Kit for the client. For testing purposes, a slow RS232 communication between the PC and
the FPGA was used. A more appropriate fast connection
like USB2 should be used.

6.1 Software

← (xP − zP )2 , M3 ← (xP − zP ) · (xQ + zQ ),
← (xP + zP )2 , M4 ← (xP + zP ) · (xQ − zQ )
← M1 · M2 , M7 ← (M3 + M4 )2 ,
← (M2 − M1 ) · a24 , M8 ← (M3 − M4 )2
← xP −Q · M8 , M10 ← (M2 − M1 ) · (M1 + M6 )
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In order to have a consistent Server-Client model, the
software server must be able to feed many hardware clients.
This puts the cost of the hardware in foreground, as expected. While in [4] the server overhead is very small, it
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appears that our hardware is so fast that precomputations
and communication are not negligible at all.
For the communication, a burst of 32 data sets has to be
sent. For the 125-bit inputs of SHARK, each data set requires 7 × 125 + 17 bits for the a24 , P0 , 2P0 , n
fs, n and
n0 values. Assuming a 32-bit data bus and a rate of 16,000
phases 1 per second, a bandwidth of 15Mb/s is required.
If all the precomputation is performed in hardware, this requirement can fall to 2Mb/s. When the computation is completed, only one value has to be sent back. This corresponds
to a bandwidth of 2Mb/s.
The slowest precomputation operations are the gcd()
and the 4 modular inversions required for the computation of a24 , n0 , the normalization of xP and lifting of R
in zQ . Other significant operations are the 25 multiplications. Multiplication is roughly 10 times faster than the inversion on the selected software platform. With our setup,
the PC has the computational power to only deal with 4 FPGAs. A low-throughput arithmetic processor with support
for modular division and multiplication should therefore be
included in the FPGA. It should not pose any particular
problem as many slices are available (roughly 4000 from
Table 2). Phase 2 will definitively need hardware support
for precomputation and in particular for the table T (set of
jQ).

use additional null pipelining stages (two should be enough)
to cut this routing delay.
135-bit
Designs

Frequ.
[MHz]

Area
[Slices]

Through.
[Gbit/s]

DSP48

Mult.
Add/Sub

220
245

3405 (33%)
446 (4%)

30
33

128 (100%)
0

Table 1. Implementation results on a XC4VSX25-10

6.3 ECM Architecture
Phase 1 was implemented for 135-bit numbers which is
different from the 198-bit numbers used by Gaj et al. [4]
and Pelzl, Šimka et al. [15]. Nevertheless, a comparison of
implementation results can be done on basis of extrapolations since the size of their design varies linearly with the
size of the numbers. For 135-bit numbers, the size of their
design is approximately decreased by a factor 198
135 and more
ECM units can therefore fit on an FPGA. The running time
is also shortened because of the serial by parallel architecture. E.g. a modular multiplication is then performed in
135 + 16 clock cycles in place of 198 + 16 (for [4]).
The impact of this bit-size scale down on the operating
frequency is more difficult to evaluate. However, as the design of Gaj et al. is scalable and uses carry save adders, it is
assumed that the operating frequency will not vary. Compared to the design by Pelzl, Šimka et al., results of Gaj et
al. exhibit an improvement factor of 3.4 in terms of throughput/hardware cost ratio for phase 1. Only this factor will be
used for further comparison with the design of Šimka et al.
In order to achieve the best throughput/hardware cost
ratio, the cheapest FPGA able to hold the modular multiplier was chosen: the Virtex4SX25-10. For other bit-sizes,
2007/2008 Xilinx’s prices for FPGAs of the same family are
$183 for the SX35 and $454 for the SX55 (2500 devices).
Using the EasyPath4 solution those prices can be lowered
even further: $73 for the SX35 (per 104 devices) and $230
(per 5 .103 devices) for the SX55 with both a NRE cost of
$73000. Prices for low-cost Spartan3 FPGAs range from
$20 to $130 (per 104 devices). The biggest of this family
was chosen by Gaj et al.
The brand-new Spartan-3A DSP devices could also be
an attractive solution. Indeed, they have a high multiplier
density. For instance, the largest device (XC3SD3400A4) embeds 126 DSP slices and 20 kSlices (twice the number of the Virtex4SX25). Provided that two DSPs are implemented with general purpose logic, the ECM processor
could be fitted in such device. However, because prices are
essentially the same (for 103 devices), we are convinced that

6.2 Hardware Arithmetic Operators
The arithmetic operators were implemented for numbers up to 135 bits, a little more than the SHARK requirements. As all the circuits are pipelined, moving to other
lengths does not raise any particular issue. With this length,
the operands are represented by 8 digits and the Montgomery constant R equals 21+17·8 mod n. This means
that operands must be premultiplied by 24+1+17·8 mod n.
The implementation results are given in Table 1. For the
modular multiplier, the maximum frequency reaches 220
MHz despite the 100% utilization of the DSP multipliers.
The area requirements are satisfying since almost 66% of
the slices are available for the rest of the ECM processor.
The arithmetic operators produce 1 output per clock cycle.
The maximum frequency of the circuit is limited by long
routing delays. It is probably the price to pay for automatic
place and route tools. While the theoretical maximum frequency of the chosen FPGA is 400 MHz, 300 MHz could
be reached with semi-automatic place and route. This is left
for further works. As there are no dedicated routing wires
between DSP columns in the targeted device, long routing
delays can occur if a multiplier (e.g. 17 × 136) is split over
different DSP columns. Fortunately, four 17 × 136 multipliers exactly fit within one (of the four) DSP column in
the chosen FPGA. This problem is therefore avoided in this
work. If such routing problems happen, it is still possible to

4 Xilinx’s EasyPath means the FPGA correct behavior is only guaranteed for a given configuration.
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Phase 1, 135-bit

Gaj et al. [4]

Our design

FPGA
Slices / ECM unit

XC3S5000-5
2300 (7%)

bRAMS / ECM unit
Max frequency
# Tclk / Mod. Mult.
# Tclk / phase1
# phases1/sec. / ECM unit
# ECM units / FPGA
# of phases1/sec. / FPGA
FPGA price (quantity)
# of phases1/sec. / $100
Improvement factor

2 (2%)
100 MHz
151
1.22 .106
82
14
1148
$130 (104 )
883

XC4VSX25-10
6006 (58%)
(+ 128 DSP48)
31 (24%)
220 MHz
1
13,750
16,000
1
16,000
$116 (2500)
13,793
15.6

The success rate of phase 1 only is roughly one order of
magnitude smaller than both phases5 . The worst case –
meaning phase 2 is always performed – is assumed in order
to obtain a higher bound for the cost estimate. However,
it is supposed here that only one factor has to be lifted to
factorize the number. In a second, 5.5 .106 factorizations
require 20 · 5.5 .106 = 1.1 .108 phases 1 and phases 2
.108
which are respectively achieved by 1.1
16 .103 u 6900 and
8
1.1 .10
16.9 .103 u 6500 FPGAs.
The overall purchase cost of FPGAs for the ECM factorizations of the sieving step is approximatively (6900 +
6500) · 116 u $ 1.6 M. Roughly speaking, this price could
even be halved using SX55 FPGAs (with 4 ECM units each)
and the EasyPath solution. Using the design of Gaj et al.,
the same computations (135-bit inputs) – with about 1148
phases 1 and 1075 phases 2 per second – give an overall
cost of roughly $25.8 M.
To provide a more realistic cost estimate, the COPACOBANA engine [9] could be used. It embeds 120 low-cost
Spartan3-1000 FPGAs and cost $10k. It was estimated that
such an engine could be fitted with 60 Virtex4SX25FF66810 with an amount of $9.5k, including a power supply with
higher capabilities and excluding the expenses for FPGAs6 .
With a price of $116 per FPGA, it means such an engine
could be build for $16.5k. 224 COPACOBANA engines
for a total price of $3.14M should therefore suffice for the
whole computation. Nevertheless, it is important to specify
that the bandwidth required by the current architecture is not
adapted to the capabilities of COPACOBANA. To use such
device efficiently, the 20 attempts on the different curves
(including both phase 1 and 2) should be performed without any external communications. Curve parametrization
should therefore be supported in hardware as well.

Table 2. Comparison of implementation results
it will not result in a superior performance over cost ratio.
Indeed, such device is expected to perform slower than the
high-performance Virtex4SX. Processors based on general
purpose logic could be implemented with the remaining 10
kSlices, but will probably not compensate the lower speed.
Joint implementation of both general purpose and dedicated
multiplier based ECM processors could be the subject of
further work.
The comparison of performances for phase 1 is given in
Table 2. The size of the whole ECM processor is dominated by the modular multiplier (cf. Table 1). In terms of
throughput/hardware cost ratio, our design outperforms the
architecture of Gaj et al. by a factor 13793
883 = 15.6 and the
design of Pelzl, Šimka et al. by a factor 15.6 · 3.4 = 53.
This big improvement factor really suggests using highperformances FPGAs and embedded multipliers instead of
general purpose logic.

7 Conclusion and Further Work

6.4 Cost Estimate for a Sieving Device

This work presented a novel hardware architecture for
implementing ECM on FPGA. The motivation was to assess the cost of an ECM processor as a support for the NFS
algorithm. The aim was also to show how to better exploit
resources of reconfigurable hardware platforms.
For numbers in the context of SHARK device (135-bit)
the throughput/cost ratio of phase 1 was improved by a factor 15 with respect to the best published results.
Further work on this topic should include the implementation of phase 2 and a small processor for the precomputation and curve parametrization. Digit-serial architecture
could be built, taking this work as a benchmark for performances. Finally, figures like power consumption of a
Virtex4-enabled COPACOBANA engine could be included

A significant improvement in the design of the ECM processor has a great impact when considering the implementation of the entire NFS sieving step. Based on results of
Section 6.3 a quick cost assessment can be provided. Even
if phase 2 of the ECM algorithm was not explicitly implemented, it is claimed that a similar structure as for phase 1
can be used. The running time of phase 2 should be about
13k clock cycles since it is roughly the number of modular multiplications. Assuming a frequency of 220 MHz can
be reached as for phase 1, phase 2 should be performed ca.
2.2 .108
13 .103 u 16, 900 times per second per FPGA (i.e. $116).
From [3], 1014 up to 125-bit numbers must be factored in
the sieving step of SHARK. If this task is distributed over
a year, approximately 5.5 .106 of these numbers must be
factored per second. According to [15], 20 curves per number must be used to have a probability of success > 80%.
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to achieve a complete cost assessment.
For the implementation of ECM, the big improvement
achieved in this paper really suggests using embedded multipliers and high-performances FPGAs (with a high multiplier density) instead of general purpose logic and low-cost
FPGAs.
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CAIRN 3: An FPGA Implementation of
the Sieving Step with the Lattice Sieving
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Abstract. The hardness of the integer factorization problem assures
the security of some public-key cryptosystems including RSA, and the
number field sieve method (NFS), the most efficient algorithm for factoring large integers currently, is a threat for such cryptosystems. Recently,
Izu et al. developed a dedicated sieving device “CAIRN 2” with Xilinx’s
FPGA which is designed to handle up to 768-bit integers. However, since
CAIRN 2 uses the line sieving, it is not optimized from the viewpoint of
the efficiency. In this paper, we report some results of an FPGA-based
sieving hardware “CAIRN 3” with the lattice sieving. In the experimental sieving for a 768-bit integer (RSA768), CAIRN 3 is about 38 times
faster than CAIRN 2. It is estimated that the full sieving for RSA768
requires about 270 years with single CAIRN 3.
Keywords. Integer factorization, the number field sieve method (NFS),
the sieving step, implementation, FPGA

1

Introduction

The integer factoring problem is one of the most fundamental problem in the
area of cryptology since the hardness of the problem assures the security of RSA.
The number field sieve method (NFS) [LLMP90] is the most efficient algorithm
for factoring large composite integers, and thus is an essential threat for RSA.
Among four major steps of NFS (namely, the polynomial selection step, the
sieving or the relation finding step, the linear algebra step, and the square root
step), the sieving step is a dominant procedure theoretically and experimentally.
In order to factor larger integers by NFS, the dedicated sieving hardware based
on ASIC architectures have been discussed vitally. In 2001, Bernstein proposed
an ASIC design for the linear algebra step based on a sorting algorithm [Ber01].
Then, Lenstra et al. enhanced the device by using a routing algorithm [LSTT02].
Geiselmann and Steinwandt applied these ideas to the sieving step and proposed
two designs DSH and YASD [GS03,GS04]. Shamir and Tromer improved an
⋆

A part of this research is financially supported by a contract research with the
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optical sieving device TWINKLE [Sha99] into an ASIC-based hardware TWIRL
[ST03]. Since the efficiency of TWIRL was not optimized, an improvement was
proposed by Geiselmann et al. [GJK+06], and a combination of TWIRL and
YASD is proposed by Geiselmann and Steinwandt recently [GS07]. On the other
hand, Franke et al. proposed a sophisticated design SHARK by using a butterflysorting [FKP+05]. In spite of these theoretical efforts, experimental results of
implementational aspects of these designs are not known.
In order to fill up the gap between theory and practice, Kim et al. developed an FPGA-based siever for the quadratic sieve method [KM00]. Recently,
in CHES 2007, Izu et al. reported implementational results of a dedicated sieving
device “CAIRN 2” (Circuit Aided Intelligent Relation Navigator) which is designed to handle up to 768-bit integers [IKS07]. The developed device processes
the core sieving on FPGA (Xilinx’s Virtex-4 XC4VLX200) and the primality
test and the mini-factoring on a reconfigurable processor (IPFlex’s DAPDNA2). They actually factored a 423-bit (which was unfactored when the experiment
was done) with CAIRN 2 for the sieving step (in 30 days) and usual PCs for
other steps.
There are two algorithms for the sieving step: the line sieving and the lattice
sieving. The line sieving is straightforward and simple, but the efficiency is inferior to that of the lattice sieving [Pol91]. In fact, in current large-scale factoring
experiments such as factoring a 633-bit integer (RSA200) [BBFK05] or a 1017bit integer (the 1039-th Mersenne number) by the special NFS [AFKLO07], the
lattice sieving is widely used in the sieving step. Thus, from the viewpoint of the
efficiency, CAIRN 2 is not optimized since it is based on the line sieving.
In this paper, we report experimental results of “CAIRN 3”, an enhanced
sieving device with the lattice sieving. Similar to CAIRN 2, CAIRN 3 processes
the core sieving on FPGA (Xilinx’s Virtex-4 XC4VLX200) and the others on the
reconfigurable processor DAPDNA-2. In our experimentation, the sieving for a
768-bit integer (RSA768) with CAIRN 3 is about 38 times faster than that of
with CAIRN 2. From this result, it is estimated that the full sieving for RSA768
requires about 270 years with single CAIRN 3. Implementational details and
further experimental results 3 will be reported in the coming paper.

2

Structure of CAIRN 3

The physical structure of the developed sieving device CAIRN 3: 3 FPGA boards
(Xilinx’s Virtex-4 XC4VLX200 [Xilinx]) and 1 DAPDNA-EB5 board by IPFlex
(which consists of the DAPDNA processor and I/O interfaces [IPFlex]) as in
Figure 1 1 . DAPDNA-2 has two processors DAP and DNA: DAP (a usual RISC
processor) is a controller, while DNA is a reconfigurable hardware with 376 fixed
process elements which can be connected programably. Compared to FPGA,
DAPDNA-2 is suitable for complex procedures. FPGA boards are connected
via 100 BaseT ethernet, while the DAPDNA-EB5 is connected to an FPGA
1

The structural difference of CAIRN 3 from CAIRN 2 is the number of FPGA boards:
2 boards were used in CAIRN 2.
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Fig. 1. Structure of CAIRN3
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board via the DirectI/O. The device is connected to a control PC via 100 BaseT
eithernet. Detailed specifications of CAIRN 3 are summarized in Table 1, and
outlook of CAIRN 3 is in Figure 2.
Functionally, the developed device consists of 3 components FBASE, SIEVE
and CHECKER. The device is designed to handle up to 768-bit integers. FBASE
and SIEVE are for the lattice sieving, and CHECKER is for the relation checking. FBASE generates a lattice base from the factor base and a special-Q on
the 1st FPGA board. From this lattice base, SIEVE actually sieves on the 2nd
FPGA board. CHECKER executes the relation checking, namely, the trial division on the 3rd FPGA board, and the primality test and the mini-factoring
on DAPDNA-EB5. In our design, a sieving device can handle several FBASEs,
SIEVEs and CHECKERs, however, we only implemented 1 for each. Table 2
shows occupancies and frequencies of each component.
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Fig. 2. Outlook of the developed sieving device CAIRN 3

3

Experimental Sieving for RSA768

In this section, we show experimental results of the sieving of a 768-bit integer
(RSA768) with the developed device CAIRN 3. A comparison with the previous
device CAIRN 2 is also described.
A target 768-bit composite was selected from the challenging problems by
provided by RSA Security Inc., which is unfactored up to the moment:
N = 1230186684 5301177551 3049495838 4962720772 8535695953
3479219732 2452151726 4005072636 5751874520 2199786469
3899564749 4277406384 5925192557 3263034537 3154826850
7917026122 1429134616 7042921431 1602221240 4792747377
9408066535 1419597459 8569021434 13.
Used NFS parameters [LTS+03] are summarized in Table 3, where rp (ap) is
the rational (algebraic) smoothness bound, rlp (alp) is the rational (algebraic)
smoothness bound for large prime variation, ha, hb are the bounds for relations
(a, b) and F, (G) is the rational (algebraic) polynomial.
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Table 1. Specifications of the developed sieving device CAIRN 3
FPGA

Xilinx Virtex-4 XC4VLX200
Logic Cell 200,448, Block RAM 336 × 18 Kbit, BGA 1513pin
DDR SDRAM (1 GByte + 2 GByte) × 2 systems
Controller CPU board: ADVANTECH’s SOM-2353
CPU: AMD Geode GX1 300 MHz (x86)
Output I/F Direct I/O (50pin), 100 BaseTx, RS232C, VGA, KBD/Mouse
Frequency 133MHz (FPGA), 32bit/33MHz (PCI BUS), 83.4 MHz (Direct I/O)
Table 2. FPGA occupancies and frequencies
SLICE
FBASE 99.998%
SIEVE
40.9%
CHECKER 78.0%
Total
89099

RAM
89.0%
98.8%
40.0%
336

LUT
80.1%
32.1%
45.0%
178176

Register Frequency
48.8%
50 MHz
19.6% 100 MHz
42.0% 122 MHz
178176

As summarized in Table 4, 251.9 sec. is required for 1 Special-Q in the lattice
sieving. Since this procedure repeats 8192 sub-sievings over sub-areas with 216 ×
8, 30.75 msec is required for each sub-sieving. In our experiment, a Special-Q is
chosen as large as ap (algebraic smoothness bound) and the lattice sieving finds
about log2 ap ≈ 29 times candidate compared to the line sieving. More precisely,
the gap can be evaluated as 23.43 by using the Dickson’s rho function. Since
CAIRN 2 sieves a sieving area with width 219 in 49.92 msec on average, CAIRN
3 establishes about 38 times speed-up for the sieving.
In our experiment with CAIRN 3, 1 relation was found in 3.920 sec on average. Since 2.17 × 109 relations are required for factoring RSA768, it is estimated
that 3.920 × 2.17 × 109 sec. ≈ 270 years are required with single CAIRN 3.

4

Concluding Remarks

This paper promptly reports experimental results of the dedicated sieving device
CAIRN 3 based on the lattice sieving. In our experiment of the sieving for
RSA768, 1 relation was found in 3.920 sec. on average. Thus, it is estimated
that about 270 years are required for the full-sieving with single CAIRN 3.
Implementational details of CAIRN 3 and further experimental results will be
reported in the coming paper.
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Table 3. Parameters for RSA768[LTS+03]
100000000
1000000000
20000000000
30000000000
170000000000000
89000000
44572350495893220x5
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−4549121160536728229635596952173101064x2
+6062531470679201843447146909871507448641523x
−1814356642608474735992878928235210850251713945286
G = 669580586761796376057918067x
−7730028528962337116069068686542066657037329

rp
ap
rlp
alp
ha
hb
F

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

Table 4. Performance of the sieving for RSA768
Procedure
Lattice Base Computation
Lattice Base Transmission
Initialization
Lattice Sieving
Candidate Transmission

Part
SIEVE FPGA
DirectI/O
SIEVE CPU
SIEVE FPGA
Ethernet

Timing
2.75 sec
2.40 sec
61.49 sec
190.43 sec
0.044 sec
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per 1 Special-Q
per 1 Special-Q
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for the sieving area 216 × 216
per 1 Special-Q
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Dedicated Collision Search
Christian Rechberger
IAIK Graz, Austria

One of the biggest challenges in practical cryptanalysis, finding a collision for SHA-1, is underway (http://boinc.iaik.tugraz.at). While a lot of progress has been made in recent years, the
computational requirements are still huge. In this talk, I review our most recent cryptanalytic
methods and discuss implementation issues. Which platforms will give the best price/performance
ratio?
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Abstract
Hash functions play an important role in various cryptographic applications. Modern cryptography relies on a few but supposedly well analyzed hash functions which are mostly members
of the so-called MD4-family. This work shows whether it is possible, using special-purpose
hardware, to significantly speedup collision search for MD4-family hash functions. A thorough
analysis of the computational requirements for MD4-family hash functions and corresponding
collision attacks reveals that a microprocessor based architecture is best suited for the implementation of collision search algorithms. Consequently, we designed and implemented a (concerning
MD4-family hash-functions) general-purpose microprocessor with minimal area requirements
and, based on this, a full collision search unit. Comparing the performance characteristics of
both ASICs with standard PC processors and clusters, it turns out that our design, massively
parallelized, is nearly four times more cost-efficient than parallelized standard PCs. With further optimizations, we believe that this factor can even be improved.
Keywords. Hash functions, Special-purpose Hardware, Crypto Attacks.

1

Introduction

Many basic and complex cryptographic applications make extensive use of cryptographic hash
functions. They offer valuable security properties and computational efficiency. In combination,
these features are particularly interesting for accelerating asymmetric cryptographic protocols.
Usually, the security of a cryptographic protocol is dependent on all its elements. If just one
primitive can be found with security flaws, the whole protocol might become insecure. Finding
successful attacks against widespread cryptographic hash functions would affect a variety of
popular security protocols and have unforeseeable impact on their overall security [10, 11].
In February 2005 Wang et al. presented a new attack method against the popular Secure Hash
Algorithm (SHA-1). It reduces the computational attack complexity to find a collision from 280
to approximately 269 compression function evaluations [20] leading to the announcement that
SHA-1 has been broken in theory. In 2006, it was further improved to about 262 compression
function calls [22]. However, still this attack is supposed to be theoretic in nature, because the
necessary number of computations is very high.
For practical attacks, all theoretical results have to be mapped to an executable algorithm,
which subsequently has to be launched on an appropriate architecture. Basically, there are two
ways to design such architectures, namely standard and special-purpose hardware.
Generally, both FPGA and ASIC architectures require higher development costs than PC based
systems. However, at high volumes special-purpose hardware is usually superior to PC clusters
with respect to cost-efficiency.
The main issue of this work is whether it is possible to develop alternative hardware architectures for collision search which offer better efficiency than the aforementioned standard PC
architectures. Given a certain amount of money, which hardware architecture should be invested
in to gain best performance results for collision search and make practical attacks feasible?
Our solution is a highly specialized, minimal ASIC microprocessor architecture called µMD.
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µMD computes 32-bit words at a frequency of about 303 MHz. It supports a very small instruction set of not more than 16 instructions and, in total, needs an area of just 0.022341 µm2 . For
collision search, µMD is connected via a 32-bit bidirectional bus to an on-chip memory and I/O
module, resulting in a standalone collision search unit called µCS.
In literature, there are a few publications that deal with practical issues of collision search
algorithms [3, 4]. Most of the work is dedicated to rather theoretical problems. Current implementations of MD5 collision search algorithms for PC systems are given in [7, 9, 19]. Joŝĉák
[7] compares their performances in detail. However, other types of architectures are not considered. To our best knowledge, this is the first work that analyzes implementation requirements
for collision search algorithms from an algorithmic and architectural perspective.
This work is structured as follows. Section 2 gives an introduction to the basic features of
MD4-family hash functions. In contrast to this, Section 3 gives an overview over current attacking techniques on MD4-family hash functions. In Section 4, we derive from these techniques
concrete design and implementation requirements for our target architecture. Subsequently, in
Section 5, we give a detailed description of our final collision search architecture. In Section 6,
we then develop a metric to adequately compare the performances of different hardware circuits
for collision search. This metric is then applied to our final architecture, providing detailed
information on its performance. We close with a short conclusion.

2

Hash Functions of the MD4-family

A (cryptographic) hash function is an efficiently evaluable mapping h which maps arbitrary-sized
messages to fixed-size hash values [6, 13].
∗

h : {0, 1} → {0, 1}

n

There are at least three features a secure hash function is expected to have; (first) preimage
resistance, second preimage resistance, and collision resistance. Successful attacks on collision
resistance, i.e. finding two distinct messages that map to the same hash value, are much more
promising, hence most attacks in the literature focus hereon.
It is hard to efficiently describe algorithms that directly process inputs of variable length. To
cope with variable input length, hash functions of the MD4-family pad the input message M
and divide it into fixed-size message blocks
M = M1 |M2 | . . . |Mq−1,
where each block Mi for i = 1, . . . , q − 1 is r bits long. These blocks are then successively
processed by a so called compression function f .
n

r

f : {0, 1} × {0, 1} → {0, 1}

n

To impose chaining dependencies between successive message blocks the compression function
evaluation also processes the output of the preceding computation, which is in this context also
called chaining value cv. The first chaining value is a fixed initialization vector IV . The output
of the computation of the last message block is defined to be the output of the entire hash
function. Hash functions of the MD4-family differ mainly in the design of their compression
function and their initialization vector.
cv0
cvi+1
h(M )
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Hash functions of the MD4-family are constructed in line with the Merkle-Damgård Theorem
[14, 15]. This theorem delivers a useful security reduction stating that the security of a hash
function can be concluded from the security of its compression function: if it is computationally
infeasible to find two distinct pairs of inputs to a compression function that map to the same
output (pseudo collision), then it is hard to find a collision of the hash function. Therefore, most
attacks on hash functions of the MD4-family actually target compression functions. However,
there is no general way known to exploit a single (random) pseudo collisions.
Practically, there are two ways to find useful colliding messages differing in the number of
message blocks required to generate a collision. Single block collisions generate a collision using
a single pair of distinct message blocks. Contrarily, multi-block collisions use several pairs of
messages that, successively computed in a predefined order, result in a colliding output. Usually,
the intermediate outputs of the compression function only differ in very few bit positions. Such
situations are referred to as near-collisions [1].

3

Attacks on MD4-family Hash Functions

Generally, there are two types of attacks on MD4-family hash functions, generic and specific
attacks.
Generic attacks are attacks that are applicable to all (even ideal) hash functions. Using a generic
attack for finding a collision for a hash function with output size n requires computational
n
complexity of O(2 2 ). This result is due to the so-called birthday attack [23]. The birthday
attack basically exploits a probabilistic result that is commonly known as the birthday paradox
or the birthday collision.
Specific attacks try to exploit the knowledge of the inner structure of the hash function and
its inherent weaknesses. In this way, it is possible to construct collisions to a certain extent.
Specific attacks are always dedicated to a single hash function. However, there are some general
methods to develop such attacks on MD4-family hash functions.
At present, successful attacks can be divided into two phases. The first phase launches a
differential attack [2] on the inner structure of the compression function. Essentially, this method
exploits the fact that collisions can adequately be described using differences. A collision is just
a pair of messages with a difference unequal to zero that maps to a zero output difference.
Differences may propagate through parts of the compression function in a predictable way.
Therefore, the goal is to find conditions under which useful differences propagate with a high
probability. All these identified conditions, the so-called differential path, are then mapped
into a search algorithm. Assuming a random traversal over the differential path, the number of
conditions reflects the search complexity of the algorithm.
The second phase of a specific attack consists of utilizing the remaining freedom of choice for
the message bits. Of course, this freedom can be used to predefine parts of the input messages.
However, another and very popular application is to exploit it for a significant acceleration
of the collision search. In the literature one can find single-step modifications [21], multi-step
modifications [8, 12, 18, 21], and tunneling [9]. Roughly speaking, these techniques consist of
determining bits in the computation path such that, if altered in an appropriate way, they do
not influence preceding, yet fulfilled conditions. Randomly choosing new message pairs and
checking if all conditions up to this position are satisfied can mean high computational costs
and have a high failure probability. Instead, by exploiting these methods, it is possible to deduce
new message pairs with the same characteristic based on a single pair of messages satisfying all
conditions so far. Usually this deduction is computationally much cheaper and less probable to
fail. Advantageously, the number of new messages increases exponentially with the number of
found bits. This provides for a significant increase in efficiency.
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4

Architecture Requirements

When analyzing MD4-family hash functions and their corresponding collision search algorithms,
one can find several important hints how a suitable hardware architecture should be designed.
The computation process starts by randomly choosing two messages with a fixed difference,
what practically rises the need for a pseudo random number generator. Then, it applies computations of the compression function (step iterations) to the state variables. Since hash functions
of the MD4-family have been developed also with respect to PC based architectures, all step
computations require similar operation sets. By implementing a few boolean, arithmetic and
bit rotation operations, all requirements of the entire MD4-family can be met.
However, the collision search algorithms require additional arithmetic and flow operations. Instead of choosing new messages and recomputing all steps so far, the aforementioned acceleration
techniques rather adapt new messages to fulfill conditions. Therefore, step equations have to
be rearranged and solved for the message bits. For MD4-family hash functions, such rearrangements are not difficult. However, they require additional operations like the subtraction
operator, which is usually not used in the original hash function specifications.
Subsequent to many computations, single data dependent bits are compared with conditions of
the differential path. When satisfied, the algorithm proceeds, otherwise it returns to an earlier
position in the computation path. Computationally, this requires (conditional) branches.
Hash functions of the MD4-family have been developed for fast software execution on standard
PCs [17]. They operate on data units with popular processor word lengths 32-bit or 64-bit,
and all their operations consist of typical processor instructions. As a consequence, the target
hardware for the collision search algorithm should also work on 32-bit or 64-bit words. There are
frequent operations in the hash function, like modular additions and bit rotations that do not
only operate on a single pair of bits but propagate changes among neighbouring bits as well. In
contrast to bit-wise defined operations, like AND, OR, NOT, the actual effect of such operations
heavily depends on the processor word length. When operands are divided up into subparts
(e.g., chunks of 8 bits), the original impact across several bit positions may require additional
processing. To guarantee compliance with the specified hash algorithm (or its collision search
algorithm) these results have to be corrected in a post processing step.
Collision search algorithms can hardly be parallelized on lower hierarchical levels due to their
strictly sequential structure. Useful situations are confined to operations within the step function where the evaluation of two modular additions can be computed concurrently. In almost all
other cases this is not possible, since most operations also process the result of their immediate
predecessor.
Besides multi step modifications, we believe that tunneling will become a standard tool for
improving collision search based on differential patterns. Unfortunately, tunneling highly parameterizes the computation path using loop constructions. This requires efficient resource
reuse. In combination with frequent instruction branching, this fact renders hardware acceleration techniques like pipelining hardly useful.
For MD5 [17], there exist several efficient collision search algorithms [7, 9, 19]. Joŝĉák [7] compares their performances in more detail, where Klima’s collision search (CS) approach [9] turns
out to be the fastest. In contrast to the other ones, this algorithm extensively makes use of
tunneling. CS is divided into two parts, reflecting the structure of a multi collision. The first
part searches for a near-collision of the compression function, given the standard initialization
vector. The second part generates an appropriate pseudo collision.
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Figure 1: Simplified architecture of collision search processor µMD

5
5.1

Architecture Design
Design Process

The development process can be divided into several phases. In the first step we designed the
basic processor µMD using a VHDL integrated development environment.
For a verification and performance analysis, we additionally required appropriate memory devices containing the program code and constants and offering enough space for storing temporary
variables. We denote the assembly of those components with µCS.
For simulation purposes, we developed tools to automatically load the future ROM modules of
µCS with the content of dedicated binary files. To generate these files, we had to develop a
dedicated assembly language. In the next step we had to program ACS, the assembly version of
CS, to gather information on the required memory space of µMD and determine some basic facts
about its runtime behavior. Unfortunately, it is currently not possible to thoroughly analyze
ACS long-run behavior in the simulation model for gaining average values. It is even hardly
possible to observe a single collision, when the algorithm is once started.

5.2

Microprocessor Design

For the given reasons, we developed a minimal 32-bit microprocessor architecture µMD for fast
collision search. It uses a very small instruction set, consisting of sixteen native commands, see
Table 5 in the Appendix. In particular, this is sufficient for the execution of all algorithms of the
MD4-family. Moreover, it suffices for the execution of current and (probably) future collision
search algorithms, like CS. For the choice of our instruction set we compacted the results from
Section 4 and used a processor reference design for µMD based on [16]. Furthermore, we
designed the instruction set to maximize reuse of program code wherever possible. As a result,
we also implemented a sufficiently large hardware stack and indirect load and store operations.
In combination, they provide a comfortable access to parameterized subfunctions.
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Figure 2: Simplified schematic of collision search unit µCS

5.3

Collision Search Unit

µCS is our final integrated circuit for collision search. Roughly spoken, it consists of a single
µMD unit, additional memory and I/O logic. To start a computation, it requires an initial
seed for the integrated PRNG. By carefully choosing this seed, we can guarantee that each
µCS unit computes a different partition of the entire search space. When a collision is found,
the corresponding message words are returned. Except for the PRNG initialization phase and
the collision output sequence, there is no further I/O communication required. This decisively
supports parallelization approaches making the overhead for additional control logic negligible.
Figure 2 shows a simplified schematic of the collision search unit.

6

Implementation

Compared to general-purpose processors, µMD is small. µMD requires about 6k gate equivalents (GE), µCS roughly 210k GE. In an FPGA implementation, it uses about 9 percent of the
slices of a low-cost Spartan3 XC3S1000 FPGA. For this device, the final clock frequency was
reported with 95 MHz after synthesis.

6.1

Collision Search ASIC

Synthesizing µCS for standard cells (UMC 130 nm) requires 0.959618 mm2 chip area. The sole
processor µMD can be realized with only 0.026626 mm2 . This is just 2.77% of the chip area for
the full µCS unit.
As we expected, the vast majority of chip area is used for the implementation of memory logic.
For comparison reasons, we also tested collision search on a standard PC processor. We used a
Pentium 4, 2.0 GHz machine (Northwood core) with approximately 55 million transistors build
in 130 nm circuit technology [5]. Its die size is 146 mm2 .
We define time T as the average time for a single unit to find a collision. Unfortunately, µMD
and µCS have not been built yet so simulated values will be used instead. For µCS this measure
is computed based on the average number C of cycles required to find a collision and the
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Architecture
µCS
µMD
Pentium 4

Cycles C
480·109 cycles
480·109 cycles
60·109 cycles

Frequency f
102.9 MHz
228.8 MHz
2 GHz

Period t
9.71 ns
4.37 ns
0.5 ns

Time T
4660.8 s
2097.6 s
30 s

Table 1: Processor performance - average time T to find a collision

Architecture
µMD
Pentium 4

Time T
2097.6 s
30 s

Area A
0.026626 mm2
146 mm2

P =A·T
55.9
4380

Table 2: Processor comparison for area-time product P

corresponding frequency f . Instead of f we can also use the reciprocal clock cycle period t.
T =

C
=C ·t
f

When implemented in our dedicated assembly language, the execution of CS in the complete
simulation model is too inefficient to achieve reliable values. In the following, we will estimate
the average number of clock cycles needed to find a collision for MD5. As a reference we use
the average number of cycles needed by the Pentium 4 standard PC.
Although directly implemented in assembly, we believe the required average number of clock
cycles for the execution of CS to be higher than that of CS. This is due to two major points.
Firstly, in contrast to standard PC processors, most µMD instructions consume two clock cycles.
We assume that this fact roughly doubles the number of required clock cycles compared to the
Pentium 4.
Secondly, unlike Pentium 4 systems, µMD does not make use of instruction pipelining for memory access operations. This means, that store and load operations cause the ALU of µMD to
halt until their completion. On µCS, these operations are not only used to load and store data
but also to fetch new instructions and to control the I/O including the PRNG. We believe this
fact increases the number of required clock cycles by a factor of four.

6.2

Performance Comparison

Altogether, we estimate CS executed on µMD to require roughly eight times more clock cycles
than on a Pentium 4. Assuming equal production constraints (same price per chip area, see
Equation 1), each of our solutions is much more effective than a comparable Pentium 4 architecture when comparing the area-time product P = A · T .
Table 2 compares the performance characteristics of µMD with those of a standard Pentium 4
processor. It is obvious, that µMD has better characteristics than the Pentium 4 processor. The
performance of µMD for collision search is about 62 times better than the Pentium’s. When we
use an off-the-shelf standard PC for parallelization, we have to consider the costs for a motherboard with a network card that supports Preboot Execution Environment (PXE) (≈ 80 e),
fan (≈ 12 e), RAM (≈ 25 e), power supply (≈ 25 e), additional equipment for the network
infrastructure (network cables, switches), and a control server. Using these standard PCs, the
processors are connected to each other by standard network equipment. Altogether, we believe
the costs to be approximately 200 e, whereas we assume the Pentium 4 2.0 GHz to have a price
of roughly 50 e leading to an overall parallelization overhead Op of 300 %. From a Pentium 4
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Metric
Costs per area QA
Chip area A
Chip cost Qs
Overhead Op
System cost Qp
AT-Product P
Time T per unit
Costs R for a collision per second

Pentium 4
e
0.3425 mm
2
2
146 mm
50 e
300 %
200 e
4380
30 s
6000 e

µCS
e
0.3425 mm
2
0.959618 mm2
0.3287 e
5%
0.3451 e
4472.6
4660.8 s
1608.4 e

Table 3: Comparison of Pentium 4 and µCS architectures

Architecture
Pentium 4 PC
µCS

Costs R for a collision per second
6000 e
1608.4 e

Ratio R/RP 4
100 %
26.8 %

Table 4: Performance ratio of µCS compared to Pentium 4

processor, we estimate the price per chip QA area to be
QA =

e
50 e
2 = 0.3425 mm2 .
146 mm

(1)

The parallelization of µCS however, requires only few additional logic per unit. In combination
with low-throughput bus connection of µCS units, this provides an optimal scaling solution
without noticeable additional costs. For our solution, we assume the area overhead to be almost
negligible (less than 5%).
Based on these considerations, we believe that our full collision search solution is noticeably
more effective for collision search than parallelized Pentium 4 processors.
Our estimates are summed up in Table 3. Qs reflects the price for a single standalone unit
of the corresponding architecture. In contrast, Qp is the average price for a single unit after
parallelization.
Obviously, for finding a single MD5 collision per second one has to spend R = 6000 e in (30)
parallelized standard PCs (see Figure 3). Assuming similar constraints for manufacturing ASICs
and excluding any NRE costs, the asset cost for the same performance invested in parallelized
µCS units is R = 1608.4 e. So, it is almost four times more cost-efficient than the Pentium 4
standard PC architecture (see Table 4).

6.3

Estimations for SHA-1

We believe that a comparable implementation of a SHA-1 collision search algorithm in dedicated and parallelized collision search units has even better performance characteristics. This is
mainly due to the fact, that SHA-1 needs much less constants than MD5, thus radically reducing
the costs for (constant) ROMs. We assume that a collision search algorithm for SHA-1 can be
programmed similarly compact. Although SHA-1 spans more steps, what is surely also reflected
in the corresponding collision search algorithm, the program code will not considerably reflect
this. This can be concluded from the unique implementation of subroutines which can be called
on demand using only few additional instructions.
The average number of required clock cycles to find a collision is primarily dependent on the
available theoretical results. Currently, attacks on SHA-1 have a complexity of about 262 compression function evaluations. For practical attacks, we believe this number to be still very large.
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Figure 3: Costs for equipment to find a MD5 collision per time

Given 1,000,000 e, an attacker can buy enough standard PC equipment to find a MD5 collision
6000
within 1000000
= 0.006 s on average. Invested in our collision search unit it would take only
1608.4
=
0.0016084
s. Finding MD5 collisions based on CS has been reported in [7] to have a
1000000
complexity of about 7.7 · 230 MD5 step operations. The current bound for SHA-1 collisions is
262 compression function evaluations, while each such evaluation is composed of 80 step function evaluations. Assuming an actual complexity bound of 270 step operations and a similar
execution time for a single step operation in MD5 and SHA-1, finding collisions for SHA-1 takes
about 237 times more time than for MD5. We can also conclude how long it would take to
find a single SHA-1 collision with equipment for 1,000,000 e. Invested in standard PCs, it
would take 0.006 s · 237 s ≈ 26 years. Using our collision search units, this time would be only
0.0016084 s · 237 s ≈ 7 years. Assuming Moore’s law to hold for the next years, a successful
attack for 1 million e in one year using a parallel µCS architecture should be possible in 2012
(less than next five years).

7

Conclusion

In this work we analyzed the hardware requirements of current and future collision search algorithms for hash functions of the MD4-family. We used our results to develop an appropriate
hardware platform.
The heart of our design is a very small microprocessor µMD with only sixteen instructions. At
the same time, it provides very effective means to support program code reuse, what greatly
helps to keep the size of our overall collision search unit µCS small.
In the context of MD4-family hash functions, µMD is general-purpose, meaning that it is appropriate for the execution of all (32-bit) MD4-family hash functions and also of all corresponding
current and future collision search algorithms.
In contrast to standard PCs, the final collision search unit needs only very little additional logic.
This reduces its price and greatly eases parallelization approaches.
We believe that our design approach is much better suited for collision search than standard
PCs. When money is spent on collision search, our design, massively parallelized, is nearly four
times more cost-efficient than parallelized P4 standard PCs.
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Appendix: Instruction Set for µMD
Opcode
RL

Hex. value
0000

z-flag
not altered

cycles
2

STA
STI
LDI

0001
0010
0011

not altered
not altered
not altered

2
3
3

LDA

0100

not altered

2

ADD

0101

possibly altered

2

SUB

0110

possibly altered

2

OR

0111

possibly altered

2

AND

1000

possibly altered

2

XOR

1001

possibly altered

2

JMP
JE

1010
1011

not altered
not altered

2
2

JNE

1100

not altered

2

CALL

1101

not altered

2

RET

1110

not altered

3

NOT

1111

possibly altered

1

Description
Rotate A’s bits to the left. The rotation
width is found at the specified memory address.
Store A to absolute memory or IO address
Store A to indirect memory or IO address
Load A from indirect memory or IO address
Load A from absolute memory or IO address

Add mod 232 specified memory word to
A

Subtract
mod 232 the specified memory word from A
Compute logical OR of A and specified
memory word
Compute logical AND of A and specified
memory word
Compute logical XOR of A and specified
memory word
Jump to specified address
Jump to specified address if z-flag is set to
’0’
Jump to specified address if z-flag is not
set to ’0’
Push incremented program counter onto
the stack and jump to specified address
Jump to address stored in top of stack.
Pop top of stack
Compute logical NOT of A

Table 5: Instruction set of µMD processor
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Abstract. Fix i and k with k = 2i−1 . This paper presents a generalizedbirthday attack that uses a machine of size 22B/(2i+1) for time 2B/(2i+1)
to find (m1 , . . . , mk ) such that f1 (m1 ) + · · · + fk (mk ) mod 2B = 0. The
exponents 2/(2i + 1) and 1/(2i + 1) are smaller than the exponents for
Wagner’s original generalized-birthday attack. The improved attack also
allows a linear tradeoff between time and success probability, and an
ith-power tradeoff between machine size and success probability.

1

Introduction

Fix k ≥ 2. Let f1 , f2 , f3 , . . . , fk be easy-to-compute functions producing Bbit outputs. How difficult is it to find a vector (m1 , m2 , m3 , . . . , mk ) such that
f1 (m1 ) + f2 (m2 ) + f3 (m3 ) + · · · + fk (mk ) mod 2B = 0? How difficult is it to find
(m1 , m2 , m3 , . . . , mk ) such that f1 (m1 ) ⊕ f2 (m2 ) ⊕ f3 (m3 ) ⊕ · · · ⊕ fk (mk ) = 0?
Motivation. These “generalized birthday problems” arise in a surprisingly wide
variety of cryptanalytic tasks; see [9, Section 4]. The difficulty of solving these
problems has a heavy influence on the choice of parameters for fast incremental
hash functions, code-based public-key systems, etc. See my paper [3] for one
example.
Previous answers. The standard answer for k = 2 is that finding a collision
between f1 (m1 ) mod 2B and −f2 (m2 ) mod 2B takes time 2B/2 .
The standard answer for k > 2 is that Wagner’s “generalized birthday attack”
in [9] takes time 2B/i if k = 2i−1 ; e.g., time 2B/5 if k = 16, improving on the time
2B/2 taken by traditional collision search. But this answer has several glaring
deficiencies:
• The standard answer fails to account for limits on the attacker’s time. The
generic success chance of traditional collision search is well known to drop
quadratically as the time spent drops; how badly does the generic success
chance of Wagner’s algorithm drop as the time spent drops? (“Generic success chance” here means the average success chance for all functions; the
success chance for a particular choice of function could be different.)
*
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• The standard answer fails to account for limits on machine cost. Wagner’s
algorithm needs a terrifyingly large machine with 2B/i blocks of memory—
for example, 2128 blocks if B = 512 and k = 8. For comparision, traditional
collision search can be carried out by a tiny circuit, only slightly larger than
a circuit to compute the functions f1 , . . . , fk . How badly does the generic
success chance of Wagner’s algorithm drop with the machine cost?
• The standard answer relies on the assumption that each memory access in
Wagner’s algorithm takes constant time. In fact, speed-of-light delays force
each storage access to take time 2B/2i , so the 2B/i serial storage accesses in
Wagner’s algorithm take time 23B/2i .
The bottom line is that Wagner’s algorithm has a price-performance ratio on
the scale of 25B/2i : e.g., 2B/2 if k = 16. Wagner’s algorithm is advertised as
being faster than traditional methods for all k ≥ 4; however, for (e.g.) k = 8,
an attacker with any particular hardware budget and time budget has a much
better chance of finding the desired (m1 , m2 , . . . , m8 ) with traditional methods
than with Wagner’s algorithm.
Wagner in [9, Section 5, “Open Problems,” under “Memory and communication complexity”] asked whether his algorithm’s memory requirements could be
reduced; asked whether the algorithm could be “parallelized effectively without
enormous communication complexity”; and advised designers “to assume that
such algorithmic improvements may be forthcoming.”
Contributions of this paper. This paper presents new upper bounds for the
price-performance ratio of generalized-birthday attacks. In particular, this paper
improves Wagner’s algorithm, drastically reducing the time to 2B/(2i+1) while
reducing the machine size from 2B/i to 22B/(2i+1) .
More generally, for each c between 0 and 2B/(2i + 1), this paper presents an
attack taking time 2B−ic on a circuit of size 2c . The price-performance ratio of
the circuit is 2B−(i−1)c , rising from 23B/(2i+1) for c = 2B/(2i + 1) to 2B/2 for
c = B/(2i − 2) and then higher as c drops. For c < B/(2i − 2) it is better to find
collisions between f1 (m1 ) + · · · + fk/2 (mk/2 ) mod 2B and −fk/2+1 (mk/2+1 ) −
· · · − fk (mk ) mod 2B using the parallel-collision-search circuit of van Oorschot
and Wiener in [7], taking time approximately 2B/2−c on a circuit of size 2c .
Even more generally, for each c between 0 and 2B/(2i + 1) and for each t
between c/2 and B − ic, this paper presents an attack taking time 2t on a circuit
of size 2c and having generic success probability approximately 2t+ic−B . For
t > (i − 2)c it is better to use the parallel-collision-search circuit of van Oorschot
and Wiener, taking time 2t on a circuit of size 2c and having generic success
probability approximately 22t+2c−B .
Section 2 reviews Wagner’s attack. Sections 3, 4, and 5 present the new attack
as the result of three improvements upon Wagner’s attack.
I presented a preliminary version of this analysis, for the special case of 4-xor
collisions, as part of my paper [3] at the ECRYPT Hash Workshop 2007. This
paper supersedes [3, Section 2]. Exception: [3, Section 2] included an evaluation
and improvement of constant factors for 4-xor collisions; this paper does not
consider constant factors.
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Graphs. The following graph shows how asymptotic price-performance ratio
for k = 8 (i = 4) is affected by machine size and by choice of algorithm. The
horizontal axis is c/B where the machine size is 2c . The vertical axis is (t + c)/B
where the computation time is 2t . The “Section 3” and “Section 4” and “Section
5” lines are for the algorithms presented in this paper.

The following graph is for k = 128 (i = 8), with the same axes.
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Open questions. The new success probability 2t+ic−B increases linearly with
the time spent but as the ith power of the circuit size (up to size 22B/(2i+1) ).
For comparison, the van Oorschot-Wiener success probability 22t+2c−B increases
quadratically with time and quadratically with circuit size. What other functions
of t, c can be achieved? Can one achieve 2t+(i−1)c−B, for example, or 2t+ic−B,
or it + c − B?
The only obvious limit is 2kt+kc−B . A circuit of size 2c cannot generate
more than 2t+c values fj (mj ) in time 2t ; there exist at most 2kt+kc combinations f1 (m1 ) + f2 (m2 ) + · · · + fk (mk ) mod 2B ; there is a 0 among these
combinations with probability at most 2kt+kc−B . Is there any better upper
bound? The Brent-Kung theorem [4, Theorem 3.1] (predating [10, Theorem 1]
by more than twenty years) produces better-than-information-theoretic bounds
on the price-performance ratio of broadcast computations such as sorting; to
what extent can sorting be avoided in inversion algorithms for the function
(m1 , . . . , mk ) 7→ f1 (m1 ) + · · · + fk (mk ) mod 2B ?
This paper focuses on asymptotic scalability. Choosing concrete parameter
sizes requires a more detailed analysis for each application, taking account of
the exact costs of circuits for sorting, evaluating fj , et al.
Notes on price and performance. Price-performance ratio is the standard
way to account for both machine cost and computation time. One divides the
price—the machine cost, measured for example in Euros—by the performance—
the computation speed, measured in computations per second. In other words,
one multiplies the machine cost by the time for a computation.
The circuit-design literature often abbreviates price-performance ratio as
“AT ”; here A is circuit area and T is computation time. A few papers in the
cryptographic literature use the strange name “full cost,” achieving neither the
clarity of “price-performance ratio” nor the brevity of “AT .” Terminology aside,
what makes the product AT useful is the simple fact that users who can afford
area A0 and time T 0 can carry out A0 T 0 /AT separate computations, assuming
that A0 is a multiple of A and T 0 is a multiple of T . Users generally receive the
most benefit from machines built to minimize AT .
Limitations on machine cost sometimes force suboptimal price-performance
ratios. To make this impact clear, this paper reports not merely the best priceperformance ratio but also the range of options available for machine cost and
computation time. One does not need to multiply A by T to understand the
(A, T ) improvements described in this paper.
There are other ways to measure the difficulty of computations. Algorithms
in the literature are most commonly optimized for “operation count,” where
an “operation” can be as easy as adding two 64-bit integers or as difficult as
randomly accessing a 264 -byte array. The resulting algorithms, such as Wagner’s
algorithm, often achieve stunningly bad price-performance ratios compared to
better-designed algorithms. There is nothing new about this basic observation—
see, for example, the classic paper [4] on integer-multiplication circuits, or my
paper [2] on integer-factorization circuits—but a wide variety of algorithms in
the literature still need to be redesigned to optimize price-performance ratio.
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2

Review of Wagner’s algorithm

This section reviews Wagner’s algorithm to find m1 , . . . , mk with f1 (m1 ) +
f2 (m2 ) + · · · + fk (mk ) mod 2B = 0, when k = 2i−1 .
Choose 2B/i different values of m1 and 2B/i different values of m2 . There are
2B/i
2
pairs (m1 , m2 ), and on average (generically) there are 2B/i pairs such that
f1 (m1 ) + f2 (m2 ) mod 2B/i = 0. Find those pairs as follows: compute the 2B/i
values (f1 (m1 ) mod 2B/i , m1 ) and sort them into lexicographic order; compute
the 2B/i values (−f2 (m2 ) mod 2B/i , m2 ) and sort them into lexicographic order; merge the sorted lists to find all pairs (m1 , m2 ) for which f1 (m1 ) mod 2B/i
matches −f2 (m2 ) mod 2B/i .
Wagner states that the sorting takes “O(n log n) time” where n = 2B/i .
Presumably “O(n log n)” is meant to refer to heap sort or another standard
comparison-based sorting algorithm that sorts n items using O(n log n) comparisons and O(n log n) memory accesses.
One can object that a comparison of (B/i)-bit strings actually takes time
proportional to B/i, not constant time, so heap sort uses O(n(log n)2 ) bit comparisons, not merely the claimed O(n log n); one can, on the other hand, replace
heap sort with radix sort, eliminating a log n factor. Similarly, and more importantly, one can object that memory accesses do not take constant time; one can,
on the other hand, choose a sorting algorithm with much smaller communication
costs, as discussed in Section 4.
After finding 2B/i vectors (m1 , m2 ) for which f1 (m1 )+f2 (m2 ) mod 2B/i = 0,
use the same idea to find 2B/i vectors (m3 , m4 ) for which f3 (m3 ) + f4 (m4 ) mod
2B/i = 0. Compute f1 (m1 )+f2 (m2 ) mod 22B/i for each (m1 , m2 ), and −f3 (m3 )−
f4 (m4 ) mod 22B/i for each (m3 , m4 ); sort and merge to find, on average, 2B/i
vectors (m1 , m2 , m3 , m4 ) for which f1 (m1 ) + f2 (m2 ) + f3 (m3 ) + f4 (m4 ) mod
22B/i = 0.
Use the same idea for i−1 levels of recursion to find, on average, 2B/i vectors
(m1 , m2 , . . . , mk ) for which f1 (m1 ) + f2 (m2 ) + · · · + fk (mk ) mod 2(i−1)B/i =
0. Finally, compute f1 (m1 ) + f2 (m2 ) + · · · + fk (mk ) mod 2B for each vector
(m1 , m2 , . . . , mk ). There will be, on average, 1 vector for which f1 (m1 )+f2 (m2 )+
· · · + fk (mk ) mod 2B = 0.
One can object that there is no reason for the chance of finding a vector to
be as large as the average number of vectors found; but a more detailed analysis
shows that the gap is negligible for large B/i. Limiting the intermediate lists to
exactly 2B/i vectors also makes very little difference in the success probability
of the algorithm.
Generalizations. The above description assumed for simplicity that B is divisible by i. To handle the general case, replace B/i and 2B/i and so on by nearby
integers.
One can find m1 , . . . , mk with f1 (m1 ) ⊕ f2 (m2 ) ⊕ · · · ⊕ fk (mk ) = 0 by essentially the same algorithm; see [9]. The differences between the algorithms are
orthogonal to the speedups discussed in this paper.
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3

Handling constraints on machine size

Wagner’s algorithm needs Θ(2B/i B/i) bits of memory to store Θ(2B/i ) vectors, each having Θ(B/i) bits. What if the attacker cannot afford to pay for
Θ(2B/i B/i) bits of memory? This section adapts Wagner’s algorithm to fit within
a smaller machine.
Assume that the attacker can afford to store only 2c vectors (f1 (m1 ) mod
2B/i , m1 ) rather than 2B/i vectors, and only 2c vectors (−f2 (m2 ) mod 2B/i , m2 )
rather than 2B/i vectors. Here c is a parameter that will be reflected in the final
machine cost.
The attacker now finds, on average, 22c−B/i vectors (m1 , m2 ) for which
f1 (m1 ) + f2 (m2 ) mod 2B/i = 0. Together with 22c−B/i similar vectors (m3 , m4 )
the attacker finds 24c−3B/i vectors (m1 , m2 , m3 , m4 ) for which f1 (m1 )+f2 (m2 )+
f3 (m3 ) + f4 (m4 ) mod 22B/i = 0. After another level of recursion the attacker
finds 28c−7B/i vectors (m1 , . . . , m8 ) for which f1 (m1 )+· · ·+f8 (m8 ) mod 23B/i =
0. After i − 1 levels the attacker finds 2kc−(k−1)B/i vectors (m1 , . . . , mk ) for
which f1 (m1 ) + · · · + fk (mk ) mod 2(i−1)B/i = 0, and therefore 2kc−kB/i vectors
(m1 , . . . , mk ) for which f1 (m1 ) + · · · + fk (mk ) mod 2B = 0.
Improvement: Increase the number of vectors (m1 , m2 ) up to the machine
capacity 2c , by requiring only the bottom c bits (rather than B/i bits) of
f1 (m1 ) + f2 (m2 ) to be 0, Similarly increase the number of vectors (m3 , m4 ).
This increase by a factor of 2c−B/i is reflected quadratically in the number of
vectors found at the next level of recursion, quartically at the next level, etc.,
outweighing the loss of c − B/i bits. Similarly increase the number of vectors
(m1 , m2 , m3 , m4 ) up to the machine capacity 2c , and so on for each level of
recursion.
The revised attack is as follows:
Generate and sort 2c vectors (f1 (m1 ) mod 2c , m1 ).
Generate and sort 2c vectors (−f2 (m2 ) mod 2c , m2 ).
Merge to find 2c vectors (m1 , m2 ) for which f1 (m1 ) + f2 (m2 ) mod 2c = 0.
Similarly find 2c vectors (m3 , m4 ) for which f3 (m3 ) + f4 (m4 ) mod 2c = 0.
Sort and merge again to find 2c vectors (m1 , m2 , m3 , m4 ) for which f1 (m1 ) +
f2 (m2 ) + f3 (m3 ) + f4 (m4 ) mod 22c = 0.
• Repeat for i − 1 levels of recursion to find 2c vectors (m1 , m2 , . . . , mk ) for
which f1 (m1 ) + f2 (m2 ) + · · · + fk (mk ) mod 2(i−1)c = 0, and therefore 2ic−B
vectors (m1 , m2 , . . . , mk ) for which f1 (m1 )+f2 (m2 )+· · ·+fk (mk ) mod 2B =
0.

•
•
•
•
•

One can also view the revised attack as follows: truncate each fj to ic bits; use
the original attack to find (m1 , . . . , mk ) for which f1 (m1 ) ⊕ f2 (m2 ) ⊕ f3 (m3 ) ⊕
f4 (m4 ) mod 2ic = 0; hope that this equation modulo 2ic is actually an equation
modulo 2B .

4

Parallelization

This section improves the algorithm of Section 3 to take advantage of parallel
processing.
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As mentioned in Section 1, a realistic model of computation cannot support
constant-latency random access to 2c bits of memory as c grows; one needs at
least 2c/2 time to reach a typical position in a 2-dimensional circuit of size 2c .
A sorting algorithm that issues 2c serial memory accesses ends up taking time
proportional to at least 23c/2 .
Parallelism offers dramatic improvements. A circuit of size 2c can handle
a pipeline of 2c/2 parallel memory accesses from a single CPU; some sorting
algorithms can take advantage of this, reducing the sorting time from roughly
23c/2 to roughly 2c . Furthermore, a realistic circuit of size 2c can have roughly
2c tiny processors acting in parallel; some sorting algorithms can take advantage
of this, reducing the sorting time from roughly 2c to roughly 2c/2 .
Specifically, Schimmler’s algorithm in [5] uses an n × n mesh of n2 small
processors to sort n2 small objects in approximately 8n steps. Each processor
has storage for one object, a small amount of comparison circuitry, and wires
connecting it to the four adjacent processors. In each step, each processor performs a compare-exchange with an adjacent processor, sorting the two objects
in the two processors in an order specified by the algorithm. An alternative to
Schimmler’s algorithm is the Schnorr-Shamir algorithm in [6], which uses a more
complicated order of operations but reduces 8 to approximately 3.
In particular, one can sort 2c vectors (f1 (m1 ) mod 2c , m1 , 1) together with
2c vectors (−f2 (m2 ) mod 2c , m2 , 2) by applying Schimmler’s algorithm with n =
2(c+1)/2 . The algorithm uses 2c+1 small processors to sort these 2c+1 objects in
approximately 2(c+7)/2 compare-exchange steps. Similar comments apply to the
other sorting steps required in Wagner’s algorithm.
The algorithm also needs 2c evaluations of f1 and 2c evaluations of f2 and so
on, but 2c (or fewer) parallel processors can handle these evaluations at negligible
cost for any reasonable choice of f1 , f2 , . . . , fk .
Summary: This parallelized attack uses time on the scale of 2c/2 ; uses a
machine whose size is on the scale of 2c ; and produces on the scale of 2ic−B
vectors (m1 , m2 , . . . , mk ) for which f1 (m1 ) + f2 (m2 ) + · · · + fk (mk ) mod 2B = 0.

5

Precomputation

There is an imbalance in the parallelized algorithm of Section 4. This section
corrects the imbalance, making the algorithm much more cost-effective.
Imbalance: The computation of 2c values of f1 (m1 ) takes very little time—
the same time as computing one value—because it is parallelized perfectly across
2c small processors. The sorting of those values takes much more time, the time
for roughly 2c/2 compare-exchange steps.
Improvement: Spend more time searching for useful values of m1 . For example, rather than taking the first m1 that comes to mind, each processor can
try 2c/2 values of m1 , choosing the smallest f1 (m1 )—typically one smaller than
2B−c/2 . Similarly spend more time searching for useful values of m2 etc.
This improvement increases the average number of solutions to the scale of
c/2+ic−B
2
. It increases the time for the attack to roughly 2c/2 compare-exchange
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steps and roughly 2c/2 evaluations of fj ; still on the scale of 2c/2 overall, when
evaluation of fj is reasonably fast.
By repeating the same attack 2t−c/2 times one increases the time to the scale
of 2t and increases the average number of solutions to the scale of 2t+ic−B , as
advertised in Section 1.
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Abstract. Since the introduction of the Machine Readable Travel Document (MRTD) that is also known as e-passport for human identification at border control debates have been raised about security and
privacy concerns. In this paper, we present the first hardware implementation for cracking Basic Access Control (BAC) keys of the e-passport issuing schemes in Germany and the Netherlands. Our implementation was
designed for the reprogrammable key search machine COPACOBANA
and achieves a key search speed of 228 BAC keys per second. This is a
speed-up factor of more than 200 if compared to previous results and
allows for a runtime in the order of seconds in realistic scenarios.

Keywords: E-Passport, MRTD, Basic Access Control, Key Search Machine,
SHA-1, DES, COPACOBANA.

1

Introduction

The United States and several other countries are engaged in the development
of a new border control system that is based on biometric identification and
RFID (Radio-Frequency Identification) technologies. Specifications for MRTDs
(Machine Readable Travel Documents) that are also known as e-passports are
issued by the ICAO (International Civil Aviation Organization) [28, 27, 24, 25, 23,
26]. Some states, e.g., Germany, the Netherlands, and Belgium already started
issuing electronic passports. For the storage of biometric data an IC (Integrated
Circuit) with an RF (Radio Frequency) interface is embedded in the passport
document.
Public debates on security and privacy issues have been raised on the use of
RFID and biometric technology in various applications. A valuable overview on
security and privacy threats in e-passports is provided in [19]. Related work on epassports can also be found in [20, 17]. Promoters of the MRTD system promise
that by using ‘machine readable visas and/or passports as a source of reliable
⋆
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data, governments can build useful data bases that can serve as a uniform source
of information in standardized format to speed the border control process’ [5].
Further benefits are said to lie in ‘the creation of data bases shared voluntarily,
even across national boundaries, and between the public and private sectors. This
will make it easier to identify people who are traveling with stolen documents,
and people who have fraudulently obtained an otherwise valid passport based
upon stolen citizenship document forms.’ [5].
This contribution concentrates on the Basic Access Control (BAC) that establishes a secured channel between the RFID reader that is part of the inspection system and the e-passport for providing both confidentiality and integrity of
the data communication. BAC deploys symmetric cryptography and generates
the corresponding encryption and authentication keys from passport identification numbers that are visible in the physical passport document and is, e.g., implemented in Germany, the Netherlands, and Belgium. The scheme has already
been compromised using offline dictionary attacks in the Netherlands, where experiments demonstrated that the encrypted information can be revealed in three
hours after intercepting the communication [10, 29] because of weaknesses in the
passport numbering scheme. Similar flaws in the passport issuing schemes have
been reported for Germany [13] and Belgium [11].
Cryptanalytical tools such as brute-force machines examine the soundness
of security claims for cryptographic solutions and hence yield figures about real
efforts needed for practical cryptanalysis. This knowledge may help in assessing
and possibly avoiding privacy and security risks that are imposed on the individual. With this background in mind, we feel that there is a public interest
in determining of how efficient key search algorithms on the BAC keys can be
mounted in practice. In this contribution we concentrate on the practical use of
special purpose hardware. Therefore, we designed and implemented a hardware
architecture for the FPGA based machine COPACOBANA (Cost-Optimized
Parallel Code Breaker) [21].
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we explain the BAC protocol
and the key derivation scheme. The underlying threat model for our attack is
given in Section 3, for which Section 4 provides concrete adversaries and settings
to form applicable scenarios for the key search. Details about the practical implementation and results are given in Section 5, and Section 6 considers further
directions.

2

The Basic Access Protocol (BAC)

Personalization of an e-passport includes printing an MRZ (Machine Readable
Zone) on the paper document that can be optically scanned by an inspection
system at the border control. As illustrated in Fig. 1, the MRZ consists of two
lines containing amongst others personal data such as name, sex, date of birth,
and the nationality of the owner. The particulars of the second line are of special
importance for the e-passport as they are used for the derivation of the BAC
keys. The necessary fields are
SHARCS ’07 Workshop Record
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– the passport number (9 alphanumeric characters),
– the date of birth of the passport holder (6 characters), and
– the date of expiry of the passport (6 characters).
Each field additionally includes a numeric check digit.

Fig. 1. An Exemplary MRZ of the German E-Passport.

Before any personal information can be read from an e-passport via an RFID
reader, the BAC protocol needs to be carried out. In case of a successful mutual
authentication, the parties agree on a session key that is used for the encryption
of the subsequent exchange of information1 .
As illustrated in Fig. 2, first KSeed is derived as the most significant 16 bytes
by applying the SHA-1 [7] to the MRZ information. From KSeed both an encryption key KEN C and a key KM AC for the Message Authentication Code
(MAC) are obtained. For their key derivation, two different constants are used:
C0 =‘00 00 00 01’ for KEN C and C1 =‘00 00 00 02’ for KM AC . The most significant 16 bytes of the SHA-1 computation form the Triple-DES [8] keys of KEN C
and KM AC , respectively.
Based on the access keys KEN C and KM AC , session keys are established
using a three-pass authentication protocol with random numbers. The protocol
runs between the RF reader that is part of the inspection system and the MRTD
chip as shown in Fig. 3 (see also [19, 25]).
As result of Fig. 3, the session key KSSeed is computed as KSSeed = KIF D ⊕
KICC . The Triple-DES session keys KSEN C and KSM AC are obtained from
KSSeed by applying the same key derivation scheme as depicted in Fig. 2 for
KEN C and KM AC . The subsequent communication transfers personal data records
from the e-passport and is secured with KSEN C and KSM AC .

3

The Threat Model

Our threat model was initially introduced in [13] and is illustrated in Fig. 4.
We propose a hardware architecture that consists of two parts: The front-end is
1

Note that a reading access to more sensitive data like digital fingerprints and iris
scans may require a further authentication mechanism, e.g., in Germany the Extended Access Control (EAC) [2].
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Fig. 2. Basic Access Key Derivation.

an RF eavesdropper that can continuously read and record RF based communication at public places with a high e-passport density, e.g., nearby inspection
systems at airports. Optionally, a surveillance camera may take pictures of the
particular passport holder. The back-end is a cryptanalytic system that is connected to databases as well as to hardware or software modules for fast cryptanalysis of symmetric ciphers. It consists of, e.g., the reprogrammable machine
COPACOBANA (Cost-Optimized Parallel Code Breaker), which is optimized for
running cryptanalytical algorithms [21, 22]. When BAC keys are compromised
the revealed personal information such as name, sex, date of birth, nationality,
passport number, date of expiry, and a facial image of the passport holder are inserted into databases. Once stored in such a database, key search can be applied
much more efficiently, e.g., directly based on table entries.
Information in such databases is exploitable by criminals like terrorists or by
detectives, data mining agencies, etc. Ari Juels et al. [19] point out problems that
are imposed on e-passport holders such as identity theft, tracking, and hotlisting.
In the worst case scenario, an attacker may devise an RFID enabled bomb that
is keyed to explode when reading a particular individual’s RF identifier [19]. The
success of a BAC protocol that is initiated by a criminals’ skimming device may
be used as such a triggering event. Also, a distant eavesdropper being able to
only intercept the data sent from the RF reader to the MRTD can identify a
particular e-passport, following the approach detailed in Section 4.2.
For the RFID-communication two different channels are used:
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Reader (IFD)

MRTD (ICC)
RN DICC ∈R {0, 1}64

RN DIF D ∈R {0, 1}64
KIF D ∈R {0, 1}128
X := RN DIF D ||RN DICC ||KIF D
EIF D := EKEN C (X)
MIF D := M ACKM AC (EIF D )

RN DICC
−−−−−−−−−−−
−
←
−

EIF D ||MIF D
−−−−−−−−−−→
−
−
−
Decrypt and verify EIF D ||MIF D
KICC ∈R {0, 1}128
Y := RN DICC ||RN DIF D ||KICC
EICC := EKEN C (Y )
MICC := M ACKM AC (EICC )
KSSeed = KIF D ⊕ KICC
EICC ||MICC
−−−−−−−−−−−
−
←
−
Decrypt and verify EICC ||MICC
KSSeed = KIF D ⊕ KICC

Fig. 3. Basic Access Control Protocol between the RF reader (also referred to as Interface Device IFD) and the MRTD chip (also referred to as Integrated Circuit Card
ICC). E denotes Triple-DES encryption, M AC denotes the cryptographic checksum
according to the ISO/IEC 9797-1 MAC Algorithm 3 [25].

– RFID reader to e-passport (forward channel): This channel supplies the epassport with energy and is used for transferring data from the reader to
the e-passport.
– E-passport to RFID reader (backward channel): This channel is used by the
e-passport to send its data to the reader.
The signal from the reader to the e-passport is about 80 dB stronger [15]
than the so-called load modulation signal which is used for communication on the
backward channel, in accordance with the ISO 14443 international standard [18].
Therefore, from an enlarged distance, it is significantly more difficult to observe
data on the backward channel than on the forward channel.
However, eavesdropping the two-channel RF communication from several metres poses a real threat, e.g., a recent work by Hancke [16] practically demonstrated that the two-way communication between an RFID reader and an RFID
tag can be intercepted from 4 metres. Further, the author states that it is very
feasible that this distance can be increased, e.g., with application specific antennas and more complex signal processing. In a concrete setting a far-distance
eavesdropper may only be able to monitor the forward channel which is said to
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Fig. 4. Architecture of the Attack System

be possible from a distance up to about 25 metres [29]. As shown in Section 4
this setting is also sufficient for attacking BAC keys.
This paper focuses on practical realizations of the back-end, specially the
cryptanalytic system. We provide implementation results for an efficient key
search using the COPACOBANA. Thereby we act on the assumption that the
adversary can mount the eavesdropping device in the vicinity of inspection systems.

4

The Key Search

As indicated, two different approaches can lead to success in determining the
BAC keys. However, the data records of an e-passport can only be retrieved
following the first approach, while the second approach is adequate to gain BAC
keys and thus identify a certain passport from a great distance.
4.1

The First Approach based on Two-Channel Communication

After eavesdropping RN DICC , EIF D ||MIF D and EICC ||MICC of Fig. 3 and the
entire subsequent secured communication C the adversary runs a key search
on the MRZ information to find a match to the most significant eight bytes
of EICC (see Fig. 3) during the protocol run. More concretely, the adversary
computes E ∗ = EK (RN DICC ) where K denotes possible candidates for KEN C
and E denotes Triple-DES encryption. If
?

msb8 (EICC ) = E ∗
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C can be decrypted and the data records of the e-passport are revealed. For each
key candidate, this key search requires two computations of SHA-1 for the key
derivation of KEN C and one computation of Triple-DES. However, if one can use
pre-computation for the key search, key derivation can be once done beforehand,
thus saving two computations of SHA-1 at key search time. The amount of data
to be sent to the cryptanalytic module for performing the key search is 16 bytes.
4.2

The Second Approach based on Forward-Channel
Communication

There is an alternative way of discovering the BAC keys if a far-distance adversary does not succeed in eavesdropping the backward channel from the e-passport
to the RFID reader. Eavesdropping EIF D ||MIF D on the forward channel can be
still used for cracking BAC keys by checking
?

M ACK (EIF D ) = MIF D
where K is a key candidate for KM AC . The knowledge of the MAC key can
be exploited for identifying a previously gathered e-passport from the database.
Furthermore, if the adversary would get a chance to get closer to an MRTD
whose keys are already figured out, it could be activated and read out with a
skimming device.
For each key candidate, key search requires two computations of SHA-1 for
the key derivation of KM AC from the MRZ information. Further, for the computation of the retail MAC with KM AC according to ISO/IEC 9797-1 one needs to
perform four single DES (as EIF D is a ciphertext of 32 byte size) and one TripleDES for the last padded block. In terms of brute-force this approach requires four
additional single DES if compared to the one in Section 4.1. Another drawback
for a far-distance adversary is that neither the established session keys nor the
transferred data records on the backward channel can be revealed. Accordingly
to Section 4.1, if pre-computation is applicable this saves two computations of
SHA-1 during the key search. For the second approach, the amount of data to
be sent to the cryptanalytic module for performing the key search adds up to
40 bytes.
4.3

Complexity Analysis of the Key Space

The complexity of the key space for BAC keys depends on the passport number
issuing scheme that is under control of the issuing state. In this contribution we
focus on two issuing states of e-passports: Germany and the Netherlands. The
information in Table 1 comes from [29] for the Netherlands and from [9, 3, 4, 6,
1] for Germany2 .
The main flaw in the present passport numbering schemes is the low entropy
of BAC keys. Low entropy is caused by
2

There are changes pending on the passport numbering scheme in both states. However, our complexity analysis remains valid for e-passports that are already issued.
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1. downsizing the key space of the passport number, i.e., instead of using nine
alphanumeric characters for the passport number, mainly numeric characters
are used, some of which are even fixed or a check digit,
2. stochastic dependencies between the passport number and the expiry date,
e.g., the passport numbers are assigned serially, and
3. dependancy of the key space on publicly available personal data, particularly
the date of birth of the passport holder.

Table 1. Special Parameters for Issuing Passports in Germany and the Netherlands.
Issuing State:
Germany
Start of the System: November 1, 2005

The Netherlands
August 26, 2006

Validity of an
E-Passport:

5 years

10 years

Passport Numbering: 4 numeric digits for local
authority (BKZ) and a serial
number of 5 numeric
digits, e.g., for Berlin-Mitte
with BKZ No. ‘2598’:
‘259812345’

1 fixed character ‘N’
and a serial number of
1 alphanumeric digit and
6 numerical digits followed
by a 1 digit checksum, e.g.,
‘NF3858053’

No. of known BKZs3 295
Individuals owning
passports:

approx. 20 Millions

approx. 9 Millions

Issued passports
per Working Day:

G
= 8000
approx. 8000, i.e., Nday

NL
= 7000
approx. 7000, i.e., Nday

Working Days
until June 1, 2007:

G
NL
TJune1,2007
≈ 365 × 5/7 × 19/12, TJune1,2007
≈ 365 × 5/7 × 9/12,
G
NL
i.e., TJune1,2007 ≈ 413
i.e., TJune1,2007
≈ 196

The complexity of the key search strongly depends on assumptions on the
adversary’s capabilities. We consider three different adversaries A1 , A2 , and A3
as specified in Table 2. The transitions among them may be blurred as acquiring
additional BAC keys as result of a successful key search improves the knowledge
on issued passports and thereby the configuration of key search algorithms in
terms of efficiency. Adversary A1 with the lowest capabilities knows the public
parameters of the e-passport issuing system (see Table 1) but does not know any
passport numbers. A2 already owns a sparely filled database of BAC keys that
may be gained by collecting passport data from customers, e.g., at hotels or car
3

Note that the coverage of known BKZs among all BKZs in Germany is not publicly
available. The number of known BKZs stems from [4].
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Table 2. Capabilities of the Adversaries.
Adversary Knowledge on the System
A1
only public knowledge
A2

stochastic dependency of passport number
and date of expiry is known,
i.e., incomplete database of BAC keys
(in Germany: for each BKZ)

A3

complete database of BAC keys

Table 3. Eavesdropping Settings and Information for a Cryptanalytical Attack.
Setting Knowledge on the Passport Holder Note
S1
issuing state
S2

issuing state,
photo of passport holder

S3

issuing state, date of birth

S4

issuing state,
site of eavesdropping

relevant only for Germany

S5

issuing state, site of
eavesdropping, and photo
of passport holder

relevant only for Germany

rental companies. This previous knowledge allows A2 to predict the stochastic
dependency between the passport number and the expiry date for the issuing
state. A3 is the adversary achieving maximum power. It has access to a complete
database with BAC keys, e.g., as a result of social engineering attacks inside the
infrastructure of the e-passport system or by participating in databases shared
by public and private sectors.
Another important factor for cryptanalysis is the amount of information that
is available as a result of eavesdropping during a BAC protocol instantiation.
Here, we distinguish five settings (see Table 3). For all settings we assume that
the issuing state of the passports is known, e.g., by observing special protocol
information in the ATS (answer to select) response of the e-passport. Setting S1
only obtains information from the RF channel whereas setting S2 assumes that
additionally the age of the MRTD holder can be estimated by visual observation
either directly or from a photo, e.g., taken in a video surveillance zone close to
the inspection system. Setting S3 acts on the strong assumption that the exact
date of birth of the passport holder is known. Settings S4 and S5 are specific for
Germany, as for this country the passport numbering scheme also depends on
the issuing authority and thus generally the town of residence of the passport
owner. Based on the site of eavesdropping, assumptions can be made on the
issuing authority.
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Table 4. Use Cases for Cryptanalysis in Germany and the Netherlands. The remaining
entropy is estimated for each scenario.
Entropy for Germany

Entropy for the Netherlands
Scenario 1: A1 in S1 on June 1, 2007
G
G
NL
NL
H G = HPGN + HDB
+ HDE
H N L = HPNNL + HDB
+ HDE
G
4
5
NL
6
HP N = log2 (10 ) + log2 (10 ) ≈ 29.9
HP N = log2 (26 × 10 ) ≈ 24.6
G
NL
HDB ≈ 14.2
HDB
≈ 14.2
G
G
NL
NL
HDE = log2 (TJune1,2007 ) ≈ 8.7
HDE
= log2 (TJune1,2007
) ≈ 7.6
G
NL
H ≈ 52.8
H
≈ 46.4
Scenario 2: A1 in S2 on June 1, 2007, Range of 10 years for date of birth: NY ear = 10
for Germany: NBKZ = 295
G
G
NL
NL
H G = HPGN + HDB
+ HDE
H N L = HPNNL + HDB
+ HDE
HPGN = log2 (NBKZ ) + log2 (105 ) ≈ 24.8
HPNNL = log2 (26 × 106 ) ≈ 24.6
G
NL
HDB = log2 (NY ear × 365) ≈ 11.8
HDB
= log2 (NY ear × 365) ≈ 11.8
G
G
NL
NL
HDE = log2 (TJune1,2007 ) ≈ 8.7
HDE = log2 (TJune1,2007
) ≈ 7.6
H G ≈ 45.3
H N L ≈ 44.0
Scenario 3: A1 in S5 on June 1, 2007, Range of 10 years for date of birth: NY ear = 10
for Germany: Local Area with 10 BKZ numbers: NBKZ = 10
G
G
G
G
H = HP N + HDB + HDE
G
HP N = log2 (NBKZ ) + log2 (105 ) ≈ 19.8
G
HDB
= log2 (NY ear × 365) ≈ 11.8
G
G
HDE = log2 (TJune1,2007
) ≈ 8.7
G
H ≈ 40.3
Scenario 4: A2 in S2 on June 1, 2007, Range of 10 years for date of birth: NY ear = 10
for Germany: NBKZ = 295, each BKZ issues NP = 25 passports per working day.
G
G
NL
NL
H G = HPGN + HDB
+ HDE
H N L = HPNNL + HDB
+ HDE
G
G
NL
NL
NL
HP N = log2 (TJune1,2007 × NP × NBKZ ) ≈ 21.5 HP N = log2 (TJune1,2007 × Nday
) ≈ 20.4
G
NL
HDB = log2 (NY ear × 365) ≈ 11.8
HDB = log2 (NY ear × 365) ≈ 11.8
G
NL
HDE
=δ
HDE
=δ
G
NL
H ≈ 33.3 + δ
H
≈ 32.2 + δ
Scenario 5: A2 in S5 on June 1, 2007, Range of 10 years for date of birth: NY ear = 10
for Germany: Local Area with NBKZ = 10, each BKZ issues NP = 60 passports per working day.
G
G
H G = HPGN + HDB
+ HDE
G
HPGN = log2 (TJune1,2007
× NP × NBKZ ) ≈ 14.6
G
HDB = log2 (NY ear × 365) ≈ 11.8
G
HDE
=δ
H G ≈ 26.4 + δ
Scenario 6: A3 in S1 on June 1, 2007
H G = log2 (N G )
H N L = log2 (N N L )
G
G
NL
NL
N G ≈ TJune1,2007
× Nday
≈ 3.3 × 106
N N L ≈ TJune1,2007
× Nday
≈ 1.4 × 106
G
NL
H ≈ 21.7
H
≈ 20.4
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Table 4 gives six concrete attack scenarios, each combining an adversary from
Table 2 with an eavesdropping setting from Table 3. Each scenario refers to a
concrete time of the attack as the number of e-passports further increases. In
our work, this concrete date is chosen to be June 1, 2007. Scenario 1 combines
A1 and S1 leading to the highest complexity for both issuing states. The entropy
G
NL
of the date of birth denoted as HDB
and HDB
in Scenario 1 was computed by
using German demographic data [14] considering people from 18 to 80 years.
In contrast, Scenario 6 combining the powerful adversary A3 with S1 needs the
least key search efforts. Scenario 2 to Scenario 5 are of medium complexity acting
on increasing assumptions on the capabilities and the information available for
the attacker. We assume that the age of the passport holder can be guessed from
a photograph with an accuracy of 10 years. Note that Scenario 2 to Scenario 5
typically have a probabilistic average success rate as the search algorithms concentrate on the most probable part of the entire key space. Therefore iterative
runs with adapted assumptions might be necessary to find the BAC key. This
affects especially Scenario 4 and Scenario 5 that exploit learnt stochastic properties of the passport issuing scheme. As, e.g., the number of issued passports
per day may vary in practice, an uncertainty factor δ may be added here to take
such deviations into account.

5

Practical Implementation on COPACOBANA

Before working out the details of the implementation we briefly introduce the underlying hardware, i.e., the cost-efficient parallel code breaker COPACOBANA4 .
The machine is built of 120 Xilinx5 Spartan3 XC3S1000 FPGAs (Field Programmable Gate Arrays) operating independently in parallel. Instead of being
soldered to one single backplane, the chips are placed on DIMMs (Dual In Line
Memory Modules) in groups of six. The 20 modules are interconnected by a 64 bit
data bus and a 16 bit address bus which are again connected to a controller card
handling amongst others the communication with a host PC (Personal Computer) via an USB interface. A 24 MHz clock for the backplane, generated by a
clock synthesizer, is used to derive a system clock by means of DCMs (Digital
Clock Managers) which are part of each FPGA.
The hardware is suitable for rapidly solving parallel computation problems
with low communication requirements, because the bottleneck of its architecture is the communication via the buses and to the PC. This has to be taken
into account for an efficient implementation, so special care has to be taken to
minimize the data traffic.
In the following we first present the general idea of how we implement the key
search and then detail the content of one single FPGA and the functional units
it consists of. This is followed by some statements about the execution speed and
breaking the BAC with regard to some of the scenarios set up in Section 4.3.
4
5

see http://www.copacobana.org for more details
http://www.xilinx.com
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Fig. 5. Layout of a Single FPGA.

5.1

Details of the Implementation

The key search is accomplished by segmenting the key space into practical subspaces and processing these simultaneously. Every FPGA receives the same pair
of plaintext and ciphertext from the database and stores it in the corresponding
registers (compare with Fig. 5), i.e., RN DICC and the first 8 bytes of EICC
which were previously eavesdropped, as described in Section 4.1. Dependent on
the current attack scenario, e.g., from Section 4.3, the contemplable key space
is divided into 120 subspaces and allocated to the same number of FPGAs, so
that each unit works on a different fraction of the key space in parallel. If an
FPGA is successful in finding the correct key, the respective MRZ information is
output and can be stored in the database for further processing, i.e., decrypting
the personal data.
A very straightforward approach of distributing the MRZ information among
the FPGAs would be to provide every single MRZ to be processed by the host
PC. This would involve a significant amount of data to be transferred between
the PC and the COPACOBANA and thus have a severe impact on the execution
time of the key search. Instead, each FPGA possesses an MRZ generator producing a new MRZ out of an assigned key space prior to each encryption. The
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architecture of this MRZ generator is very important for the searching efficiency
of each scenario, particularly the decision which part of the MRZ information,
as described in Section 2, will be fixed for each FPGA and thus stored in its
Part_of_MRZ register. Therefore, the MRZ generator and hence the searching
strategy can be flexibly updated for each scenario which is possible without any
effort from the host PC via the USB port. Some implementation examples for
partitioning the key space according to the associated scenario can be found in
Section 5.2.
The main components implemented in each FPGA are four encryption engines, whose outputs are fed into four comparators for detecting a match with
the default ciphertext (compare with Fig. 5). If a comparator detects that one
of the four ciphertexts is identical to the one in the ciphertext register the respective MRZ information is considered as the correct key and written to the
data bus.

Fig. 6. Internal Structure of an Encryption Engine.

One encryption engine, the structure of which is depicted in Fig. 6, consists
of an access-key generator and a Triple-DES processor. The access-key generator
is used to derive the keys for the BAC from the MRZ information, as detailed in
Section 2, and thus basically performs two SHA-1 algorithms with the appropriate constants. For reducing the data traffic on the buses of the COPACOBANA,
the originally 192 bits MRZ information are compressed to only 96 bits before being sent to the FPGAs. It is the task of the ASCII-expansion unit to reconstruct
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the genuine MRZ information from the compressed data before the execution of
the first SHA-1.
For a further speed-up, the calculation of the SHA-1, needing 80 clock cycles
for one execution and therefore being the slowest part of the whole implementation, is pipelined. When the first SHA-1 has processed its data, it hands over the
output value to the second SHA-1 and starts hashing the next MRZ information obtained from the MRZ generator, thus enabling simultaneous operation.
Pipelining does not make sense for the Triple-DES, as its implementation, delivering a result after only 48 clock cycles, is faster compared to the SHA-1.

5.2

Practical Results

To emphasize the practical relevance of our attack, we have implemented some
of the scenarios proposed in Section 4.3 in the hardware description language
VHDL. The code was simulated with Xilinx Modelsim and then programmed
into the COPACOBANA. All implementations have been thoroughly tested and
were able to find the correct BAC key. The communication data for the tests
was obtained from reading out several e-passports using the RFID reader in our
laboratory.
Our implementation runs with an FPGA clock rate of 40 MHz. As the accesskey generator needs 80 clock cycles to convert a MRZ into a Triple-DES key,
the time needed for testing one key is 80 · 25 ns = 2.0 µs. It follows that a single
FPGA consisting of four encryption engines working in parallel can check four
keys in 2.0 µs, i.e., two million keys per second. For all 120 FPGAs this results
in 4 · 120 = 480 keys being tested every 2.0 µs, i.e., 240 million or 227.84 keys per
second.
Table 5. Results for the Practical Implementation of some Scenarios.
Issuing State:

Germany

The Netherlands

Scenario 2
Total amount of MRZ candidates 4.33 · 1013
Average time to find the MRZ
≈ 9.02 · 104 s ≈ 25 h

1.76 · 1013
≈ 3.67 · 104 s ≈ 10 h

Scenario 3
Total amount of MRZ candidates 1.35 · 1012
Average time to find the MRZ
≈ 2.82 · 103 s ≈ 47 min
Scenario 4
Total amount of MRZ candidates 1.06 · 1010
Average time to find the MRZ
≈ 22 s
Scenario 5
Total amount of MRZ candidates 8.85 · 107
Average time to find the MRZ
≈ 185 ms
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The variable part of the implementations is the MRZ generator which hence
has to be adapted to the different scenarios. As the bottleneck of the hardware
is the communication via the data bus, it is advantageous to keep every FPGA
occupied with key searching as long as possible. This will minimize the communication overhead and hence maximize the throughput of the machine. We
found the best solution for this problem by opting for the date of birth of the
passport holder as the fixed portion in an MRZ generator. This is an especially
convenient situation for Scenario 2 to Scenario 5 with regard to the partitioning,
because there are exactly 120 months in 10 years to be distributed to the 120
FPGAs. The expected results are summarized in Table 5.
Note that the second approach for the key search according to Section 4.2
requires only a small overhead of computational costs, i.e., four additional single
DES computations, if compared to the first approach in Section 4.1 that has
been the basis for our current implementation. Therefore, a realization of the
second approach is also feasible with only slight modifications of the design at
hand, yielding presumably the same throughput.

6
6.1

Further Directions
Software Implementation

Software implementation for cryptanalysis is an alternative choice. Fast implementations on the Pentium family require 837 cycles per SHA-1 operation and
928 cycles per Triple-DES operation [12]. Implementing a key search based on
MRZ data needs two SHA-1 and one Triple-DES, i.e., 2602 cycles in total. If
pre-computed BAC keys can be used, only one Triple-DES is needed instead.
Considering a Pentium clocked at 3.0 GHz, one can check about 1.15 million,
i.e., 220.1 keys per second without pre-computation and 3.23 million, i.e., 221.6
keys with pre-computation. For the low-end scenarios involving powerful adversary A3 , software solutions are already appropriate and probably the method of
choice for implementing tracking systems. However, testing 235 key candidates
requires 8.5 hours without pre-computing and 3 hours with pre-computation
on a single Pentium. Clusters of standard computers can further speed-up the
throughput.
6.2

New FPGA Key Search Machines

The main performance bottleneck of our implementation on the COPACOBANA
is the SHA-1 computation that requires 80 clock cycles per key candidate. Further, the SHA-1 determines the maximum clock frequency as it is the critical
path of the overall implementation. However, as COPACOBANA was originally
designed for a complete DES key search, sufficient memory for pre-computation
is not available on this machine. For future designs of parallel FPGA cryptanalysis machines it is of interest whether fast on-board RAM memory can be
integrated to enable key search in non-contiguous subkey spaces for determining
possible speed-ups of traceability systems in hardware. Time-memory tradeoff
attacks may also benefit from such a machine.
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7

Conclusion

In this paper, we present the first reprogrammable hardware implementation for
cracking Basic Access Control keys of the e-passport issuing schemes in Germany
and the Netherlands. Our implementation is designed for the COPACOBANA
that turned out to be a flexible platform for implementing probabilistic key
search scenarios. The achieved throughput is 240 million, i.e., ≈ 228 BAC keys
per second. Testing 235 key candidates requires 2 minutes and 23 seconds on
COPACOBANA. This yields a factor of 214 if compared to a fast software implementation without pre-computation and of 74 if compared to a fast software implementation with pre-computation. These results demonstrate that key search
machines are a real threat for the privacy and security of e-passport holders.
Acknowledgements : We would like to thank Tim Güneysu and Martin Novotný
for their helpful and detailed explanation of how to use the key search machine
COPACOBANA.
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The Cell processor as a cryptographic engine
Neil Costigan
Dublin City University, Ireland

IBM’s promotion of the Cell processor as a generic number-crunching workhorse coupled with
widescale deployment as the heart of Sony’s Playstation 3 multimedia console make it an interesting
choice as a cryptographic processor. In this talk I examine the Cell architecture, development
capabilities, and its suitability as a platform for cryptographic applications.
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